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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
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2c
4c
5c
10c
Per yard for beautiful pattern
Hamburg Edging.
CLEANING OUT
to make room for our new spring stock
grgolibm Pot ThisWHI.
19c
for Lidice' Genuine Hem- 23
stitched Handkerchiefs. A C
bargain at 10c.
fer Ladies' Hemstitched I
Handkerchiefs. Down from 2oe
for pure linen hemstitched 29
handkerchiefs', worth Ze.
8c for ladies' linen collars, worth
Sc
9c
10 c
10c
per yard for the best standard
Gingham., elegant styles,
worth from 10 to 15c.
a pair for men's suspenders,
worth 15c.
for a pair of fleeced lined hose
unbleached and colors, worth
x• cents.
for children's full regular
made hose, worth :.Zc.
13c per pair for ladles' fullir hose, worth 
15c
15c
regu-
for children's all wool ream-
less hose reduced from 25e.
each for large and fine damask
towels, great value for 25c.
for choice of our entire stock
of ladies' cashmere gloves,
worth from 2.5 to 60c
per ,pair for very fine gauze
children's cotton hose. Down
from 40c.
for men's cotton undershirts.
worth 35e.
for large percale waistm,worth
50 crate.
for linen bosom unlaundried
ehirts,good cotton, worth 50c.
590
75c
90c
88c
92e
.29 for 100 square cloth umbrellas $1
$1.65
39e
80c 21'4314r 3,aIalrdwoowildefiannel skirting 49,92„ per pair for ladies' Four- 72e
u ehette kid gloves. Reduced
front $1 25.
98c for novelties in Jane Heelingveils. You pay $1 '. else- 79ewhere.
$ 30 for line lace curtains, 314, yard. long and 50 inches 98ewide. A bargain tor $2 00.
under-
under4
for $1 25 subdued gold untie
wear.
for $1 25 medicated searle
underwear
for The men's white
Wear.
for $1 10 natural wool
wear.
for $1 25 white wool under-
wear.37c
58c
60c
'15c
worth $1 1.5.
het yard for finest quality
henrietta, 42 inches wide,
worth The.
for gentlemen's tine laun-
dried dress shirts, worth $1.25
for $1 68 scarlet cashmere
underwear.
for $1 95 fine natural wool,
underwear.
for 48e ladies' white vest..
for KSe ladies' white wool
vests.
4
for 90e ladies' white wool
vests.
for $1 25 ladies' !scarlet vests:
for $1 35 ribbed wove vests.
13ASSEPirr se Co.
P. S.—Look out for announcement of our Grand Spring Opening.
•
PRITE
FOR
Clothing, hats, furnishing
goods and shoes. 13argains
in every line.
Pyel Dian A 1) Wall.
I1 L1pt1iie.
The Bargain Store.
As we must reduce our stock in order to make room
for our spring goods we are offering Sweep Bargains to
the citizens of Hopkinsville and surrounding country.
With us everything goes, and the people answer back
"That's Right." We have a
Fall and Winter Stook
Of goods at prices that are startling, and you will never
fail to find bargains in our elegant stock of
Dry Goods, Notions, Clothing, Hats, Caps,
Boots, Shoes, Cloaks, &c.
Loose no time in seeing us for me are on hand to give you
a good business talk. Our motto is, "Good Quality,
Honest Prices, Sell them Cheap and sell a Heap,
and keep Eternally at it." Work all day
and far into the night, keeps us ahead
of all our competitors.
When in the city call and examine goods and prices
whether you wish to purchase or not.
Remember the place.
Ike Lipstine,
Corner Main and Ninth, Hopkinsville, Ky.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
FM YSICIAIIII•
DR. J. L. DULIN,
PbySiCiaR and Surgeon
Some* upstairs In McDaniel block next:doote
to Landes & Clark.
ATTOIKR SYR.
Jona Yin-AND Jong FKLAIIII:011.1
THE FELAND'9
Attorneys at Law,
Practice in all the courts of the Common-
wealth, the Court of Appeals and the
United States Court.
Office over Petree & Downer's.
H. J. Stites,
Attorney-:-at-:-Law
HOPKINSVILLF., KY.
11. III ALTON ToataT . G. M. 11111
FORGY & BELL,
Attorneys at Law
HOPKiNSVILLE, KY.
gar Office over Planters Bank.
I.
A. P. CAMPBELL,
DENTIST,
HeekinsvIlle, - Ky.
mare over M. Frankel - a Som'.
Evdry Night I 2tiratclied.
„Tit nth: SKIN N%.414 RAW. Bony CoVIKK-
KD WITH SCALKs Seots or MoltAilt.
elitY.D nv r,IK Ct-TOu KA RUMS:WKS.
I am going to tell you of the extraordinary
change your t •uticura Remedies' performsd on
me About the let of April last I tadleed
some red pimples like e. i,i nig out al)ver my
body ,but thought not of it a i.t I some
time later on, ant which caine err ill\ layers,
seounpenled with itching. I would scratch
every night until I was raw. then the next
night, the scales. twing formed meanwhile,
were scratched off again. In vain did I con-
sult all the doctors in the country. but with-
out aid. Afterkfiving up all 'hopes of recov-
ery. 1 happened to see an advertisement In
the newspaper about your Cuticura Remedies
and purchased them from my druggist., tool
obtained almost immediate relief. I- began
I,, wake that the scaly eruptione gradually
dropped off and disappeared one by one, and
have been fully cured. I had the (Harrow I it Ir-
teen months before I began taking the Cutl-
cum Remedies, and In tour or five week. was
entirely cured. My dliware was eczema and
psoriasis. I rec. ,,, mended the Cut leura
Remedies to all of my vicinity, and I know of
• great many who have taken them, and
thank me for the knowledge of them, espec-
ially mothers who have babes with scaly
eruptions on their heads and bodies. I can-
not express In words the thanks to you for
what the Cuticura Remedies have been to me.
My body wlia covered with scales, and I was
an awful spectacle to behold Now toy skin
is as nice and clear ass baby's.
ligoitus CtrrgY,
Sept 21, 1017.
Feb. 7,11401-Not a trace whatsoever of the
disease from which I suffered has shown It-
self since my cure.(LEO.
W e cannot tit,' Just ice to the esteem in which
Cuticura, the great Skin lure, and Cuticura
Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifier, prepared
front It, and Cut kora Resolvent, the new
Blood Purifier, ere huld by the thousands
upon thousands whose lives have been made
happy by the cure of agonizing, humiliating,
itching. scaly and pimply disease,' of the skin,
scalp and bItxl, with loss of hair.
Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticura, 50c ;
Soap, ; Resolvent, $1. Prepared by the
Putter Drug and Chemleal Co., Boston, Mass.
Sentl for "How IAD Cure Skin I thwases."
64 pages, 50 illustrations. end 10u test I hale.
IMYLES, black-heads. red, rough, chappedand oily skin prevented by Cuticure
Soap.
Ul'E 4INE PAINS
nd Weakness instantly relieved
y the Cutieura Anti-Pain Plaster,
a perfect Antidote to pain, ram-
motion and Weakness, A n w, in-
stantaneous and infallible pain-killing plas-
ter 21 tents
v
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tr nprocodented Attraction!
oV KU A MILLIGN DISTRIBUTED.
L.S.L.
Louisiana State Lottery Comp'y.
Incorporated by the Legislature in PON, for
Educational and Charttable purestaes, and its
franchise matte a part of the present State
Constitution, in INN, by an overwhelming
popular vote.
Its MAMMOTH DRAWINGS take place
Semi- Annually, June and I tecenther,) and
its GRAND SINGLE NUMBER DRAW-
INGS take place in each of theother ten
months of the year, anti are alldrawn in
public, at the Aciadeloy of Music.New Or-
leans, In.
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Payment of Prizes,
Attested as follow.:
"We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the monthly and Semi-
A urinal Drawings ofThelotlinisins Stale IAA-
Ivry Company. and In person manage and
control the Drawings themselves, and that
thc saute are conduct...I with honesty. fair-
ness. and in good faith toward all parties, •Ild
we authorize the C puny to now this certifi-
cate, w It ha Ow-similes of our signatures at
In Its attivertisements."
.1w
/111110711V-
Commiasionent.
We the timlen.tirned Banks and Bankers
will pay all Prizes drawn in The Louisiana
State lotteries which may be presented at
our eoutiters.
R. N. Wszsto.r.v, Prett. Louisiana Nat. Bk.
LAssux, Pres. Stale Nat•I Bk.
A. BALnwc.s, Pres. New Orleans Nat•I Bk.
CARL KOHN, Pres. Union National Bank.
Grand Mont* rrawimg,
At the Aeadeiny of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday March 12, lac*,
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
BOOM Tickets a& ?went) Dollan. each.
Halves $14),* Quarters $5; Tenths $2,
Twentlettoill
LIRT Or Palgint.
1 PRIZE (IF ate.01111 la 
I ,rf 1441.1111 Is.  11:7).:(0)100
1 " of 50,1111 Is 
1 '' of 25,10a to  25010
111.22;71°.1,110 .1112 :
2 l' It 17. ES (If 
1151/241Xliouot aartere 
" 
•
•• of , 1,000 arc....
5111) are IUD "
of 310 art'- let) ••
Ilta are
A PPRoXIM.%TION PRIZES.
100 Prizes of aluil .. .$50 1511
of liar' a 
15(1 " of 2110 are31(41(1
TKKKINAL PRIZES.
41•0 Prizes if SIMI are  $811.1111)
11110 " of 110 airs  SCAM
3,1:4 Prizes a .... tinting to $11,04.1,111
Ntorx.-Tickets drawing Capital l'rizes are
not entitled to terminal Prizes.
FOR CLCI4 ItAT Ks, or any further In-
foriontlent desired, write legibly to the under-
signed, clearly stating your reoldelice, with
Slate, (*minty, Street and Nilloher. More
rapid rettirli mall delivery a-111 be assured by
your enclosing an Envelope bearing your full
Send Postal Notes, Express Money Orders,
of New York Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Express (at our expense) ad-
dressed M. A. ItA t• iettfA!,
New lirlektna„, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN
Washington, 1).C.
ADD, Mt lird.ilMTPS•6:111.LTIAKKI4 To
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans', IA.
"REM EM RR, that the payment of Prizes
is GUARANTEED BY FI II it NATIONAL
BANKS of New Orleans, sod theTickets are
signed by the President of an Institution,
whose chartered rights are recognized in the
highest Courts; therefore, bewareof all Imita-
tions or •tiony moult $4' battles.''
ONE DOLLAR in the price of the smallest
part or fraction of t• Ticket ISSUED BY l's
in cia v Drawntg. A111110114( In our name of-(erred tor less than II iii tar l.a awl mile.
Administrator's Sale
As administrator of Jerry Graves, deceased,
will on Saturday. February 2nd, IMP. on the
farm of maid Graves, decelosed, one mile north
of Crofton, sell to the hill/heat bidder, his en-
tire crop of tobacco, consisting of &tour 12
'acres. The sale will he made on a credit of
al: months with approved aecurit v.
w2t D. L. Jon msom, Administrator.
33 3E1r7V33710L
Female College
The fall term will open August 27, 1084. with
a full faculty. Special care to pupilatleilring
to enter the classes in Elocution, Music, Art,
tad Modern Languages. Call at College or
.ddreas I. NS'. RUST,
Ole 
Ky
C33EIMIXT
Totiaccoon
J. B. GALBRATH
47:71a.olese.1e .A.gent-
INOPILINSVILLII KY•
LOCAL OPTION N. G.
The Prohibition Conventiton Charac-
terizes it as a "Subterfuge
the Devil."
Work Perf••••med t) start W1111411441
AKNella bled in I 11116111111e,...1 ht to
Washington" the Cry.
Lot DWI LLE, Klit Feb. 15.—The
nNatioal eonference prohibitionists
was eontinued here yesterday. The
first paper of the morning was by H.
A. scamp, of tieorgetown. It was
read by Mr. John R. Thomas, of New
York. Its subject was "Local Option."
It opposed local measures against
liquor. "Local option," it declared
' is non-partisan. Either party, then,
Is ready for selfish motives, to sa.cri-
fice this lamb to the liquor Moloch.
It is wrong to put a question of mor-
ality to a popular vote. For then a
majority may set aside the law of
God. Fatal is this tampering with
he eternal, verities. Chriet was cru-
cified by popular vote and a popular
majority caused Socrates to drink the
fatal hemlock. Nothing so much
saps the strength of 'amorality or re-
ligion as this assumption of a right to
create a right. Tile endeavors of the
prohibitionists must be aimed at an
ultimate which local option cannot
supply."
The paper advised the substitution
of local statutory measures for local
option. But it said that all along the
lines of the great fight the prohibi-
tionists themselves are facing toward
Washington and aiming at national
laws to put down the liquor traffic.
Local option eannot be a weapon of
war to be used by national prohibi-
tionists in their fight against the
liquor traffic.
A discussion on the topic followed.
Each speaker who took part in it was
allowed five minutes. Messrs. Mur-
phy, of Georgia, Cramfield, of Texas,
Dr. Brooks, of Missouri, Mrs. Frances
Willard, Mr. J. it. Thome/4, of New
York, and others spoke upon the
question.
A CoNCENSUS OF OPINItiN.
The /sentiments brought out were
that local option was a eubterfuge of
the devil; that it is too local and too
optional; that it is local selfishness;
that it should be relegated to the rear,
-and that a gonfalon bearing "On to
Witshingtou" should lead the Prohi-
bition legion on.
Mho' NVillard declared that, where-
as mite Mel formerly gone into cani-
puigns for Meal option enthumiaotie-
ally, she is now ready for the new
departure. She 'Pledged herself I e-
fore the conference never to lilt a ilek
ter local option again.
Mrs. Gouger, of Indiana, maid that
the time hail pante to ebantion local
001011 ; that If this emtference put the
seal of Its emelemnation on the 14)4441
option heresy., it would fed Ileve been
Ill vain.
te1•11Elt %Oleg.
Papers were read on "Financial
Methods," by H. A. Lee, of New
York, and "Club Work," by Prof.
Jas. A. Tate, of Tennessee. Mrs.
Wallace, of Indiana, moved an
amendment to Tate'e paper explicitly
making women eligible for club
membership. With this amenthnent
the paper was indorsed. During the
afternoon a plan to recognize the par-
ty was offered by NV. Thomas Mills,
of Chicago. A leading feature was to
make a four-fifths majority necessary
to the adoption of any principle by
the party. The woman suffrage di-
vision of the party saw in this a blow
at their principle, and warmly op-
posed the plan. It was defeated by a
vote of Pie to 74. Addresses and pa-
pers during the afternoon and eveu-
ing were: "High License a Failure,"
by E. J. Wheeler; "The Anti-Saloon
Republican," by Rev. J. G. Evans,
and "Woman's Work," by Mary T.
Lathrop, of .Michigan.
w [PEI) OUT OF EXISTENCE.
A Mk•higan Man Kills His Wife and
Children and Shoots Himself
Fatally.
TErrNtsEll, Feb. 17.—A
shocking tragedy occurred in this vil-
lage last night, by which a whole
family has been wiped out of exist-
ence. Frank I.. Silvers, a well-known
borse.breeder, lot his Wife and two
dattghtere: FARfi and Ada, aged 11
and 9 years respectively, and then
ended his awful act by shooting him-
self. Silvers bought the revolver
with-which the crime was committed
yesterday. The bodies were found
this morning by neighbors, who,
noticing that the curtains were down
and failing to arouse anyone, forced
open a door. In the parlor lay the
body of Mrs. Silvers, fully dressed.
The bodies of the children were found
In bed upstairs, lay Silvers, welter-
ing In blood and still breathing.
Every one of the victims had been
shot through the temple, and, with
the exception of Silveri himself,
death probably H was instantaneous.
He is still alive but unconscious and
cannot recover. There is no known
cause for the deed. Silvers was ap-
parently in prosperous circumstances
and Ilk relations with his family
were pleasant.
FttoM PULPIT TO JA IL.
A Drunken Preacher's Horrible Work
in Wise Virginia.
ST. Loris, Feb. 15.—A dispatch
from Parkersburg, W. Va., says that
news has reached there front Eliza-
beth, Wirt county, that a most horri-
ble crime was committed near there
Friday night. John F.:hinter, a prom-
perous farmer, went home drunk and
beat his wife !preemie his supper was
not ready. He then worked himself
Into a frenzy of rage, anti seizing a
heavy poker, brained his wife and him
two daughters, aged respectively 12
and 17, and- also killed the hired girl;
then set fire to the house and burned
their bodies. He is in jail at Wirt
court-house and the sheriff hum it
strong guard to prevent lynching if
possible. Elsmer claims that thieves
did the terrible work.
THE DEAD H0DY
A Mysterious Murder Mystery at Last
Cleared Up.
LOUISVILLE, Feb. 17.—At Somer-
set, Ky., Henry Worley has been ar-
rested for the murder of one Troxtile
on De^. 8, 1)048: At the time of the
murder the body of Troxtile „was hid-
den, and, though eleven pet-eon/4 were
tried as murderers and tieetompliees,
a calm could mit be made out because
the body was not found. A few days
ago Nelson l'erkins found the body of
Troxtile where it had been washed up
front the Cumberland river. It was
In a good state of preservation and
bore evidences of the murder. The
coroner's jury found that Troxtile had
been killed with a blunt instrument
by Worley and others.
Wily Women Fade.
Women lose their beauty because
colds undermine their life. Dr.Acker's
English Remedy for Consumption is
an absolute cure for colds. Sold by H.
B. Garner.
ST. VALENTINE.
Several Partles GIVell In C now
/Ilion of the Day.
The Young Men's Dancing Ului
celebrated the evening by one of thel
enjoyable entertainment?' at Hord'
hall. There was not a large crowi
present, but everybody thoroughly
enjoyed the evening. Among those
noticed in attendance were: Misses
Celia Hanna,'.Katie Brochman, Min-
nie Hord, Ellen McClendon, Sabrie
McGinnis, Buckner and !Annie 1411M-
(ler, May and Ida Blumenstiel, Edna
Mel'amy, Lizzie Bottles, Mary Hag-
erty, Smile Thurman and Messrs.
Thos. Hagerty, Chas. Oliver, Jas.
and Ellis Roper, Dock Littlefield,
Walter Trainum, Chas. Walker, (ler-
elm* and Joe Lindsey, Harry Mere-
my, E. Morris.
The residence of Mr. J. NV. Twy-
man, jr.,on South Virginia street, was
crowdedthat night with a merry crowd
of young people intent on celebrating
Saint N'alentinc'e day. Much fun
was lye I over the distribution of
valentine?' in the poritoffiee prepared
for the oceasion, after whieli a social
chut was enjoyed. Refreshments
were served. It Was impossible for
the reporter to gather all the names,
but a few of those present were:
Misers Annie Cabier, Eliza ('abler,
Jessie Hayden, Maud Thompson,
Annie Baker, Willie Carden, Nora
Dalton, Mettle Overshiner, Lizzie
Overshiner, Lottie McDaniel, Laura
Gilliland, Georgie Caldwel Woe Pyle,
and Messrs. Charlie Hayden, Mounch
Moss, W. It. Boles, Charlie Edmond-
son, Lucien Davis, J. B. •Lindsay,
Frank Prowse, Lesley Thompson,
Robert Ferguson, Eddie Baker, Joe
Chastean, John .Twyman, Morris
Ellis, I. B. Shields, and others.
Master Willie and Miss Genie
Bramham celebrated St. Valentine's
anniversary with a company of their
young friends, at their home on north
Main street, Tuesday eve. The dis-
tribution of valentines was iotrodueed
by an original valentine sent direct
front Cupid's court, in which the
names of the assembled beaux and
belles were happily blended. Just
before the young people dispersed,
Fortune drew lots to ensign to each of
the little gentlemen his valentine for
the year. There were present, Misses
Gergia and Mary Flack, Patty Mer-
cer, Lizzie Wood, Alice Scobey, Zen*
Ilamberger, Mary Kelly, Laura Me-
Carroll, Hattie Bramitear, Katie
Breathitt, Maggie Sypert, Luna Pyle,
Annie Crabb, Maggie 'Wilmot', Ellen
Young, Jennie 1,ewio, Lida Donald-
5011, Lottle 1;111111, Lizzie and lietty
Long, Helen Hall, Helen %Vote!,
.‘nna Landes, Francis Solomon, Clara
Biotite, mid Muster,. Win. and Nftelley
Dennis, Joe end Ben Armistead,
Philip Butile are, Joe Donaldson,
Marvin Lealo, Frunk Kelly, Me-
Cluer anti ‘1'allate. Kelly, Gann Gris-
aani, fitly Starling, Allan Wallis,
Henry Wood, Frank Gorman, Neville
Hester, Mart. Hartenient, Rob. $e0-
bey, Edward Wiloon, Houston Mc-
Culloch, hi arry Campbell, Toni Stites,
R. Crawford, Raymond Dodd, Nelson
Fuqua.
Hew Doctors Cosigner Death.
Doctor Waiter K. Hammond /says:
"After a long experience I have come
to the conclusion that two-thirds of all
deaths from coughs, pneumonia and
eonsumption, might be avoided if Dr.
Acker's English Remedy for Con-
sumption were only carefully used in
time." This wonderful Remedy is
sold under a positive guarantee by H.
B. Garner.
McKENZIE FOR GOVERNOR.
An Ent It ttlfiltat it• Louisvilk• Friend Who
Thfitkm His Long Party Service
Deserves Recognition.
J no. J. McAfee, of Louisville, writes
to the Owensboro Messenger as fol-
lows: I see from divers newspapers
the name of the Hon. Jas. A. McKen-
zie mentioned for the next governor
of Kentucky. Why should he not
be? If the offices are to be distribu-
ted among those who have rendered
service to the party, it appears to me
that he has done more for less than
any public man in the state. Since
1567 lie has been prominent before
the people, and he has measured lett-
ere with nearly every Republican in
the state on the hwitinge, and gener-
ally unhorsed his man. Then if the
reward of a politiciau is office, why
should he not be given the honor of
being governor of Kentucky? I can
recall ex-governors whose ability
could not be compared to his, yet they
made good executives and are enti-
tled to the honor which such a posi-
tion confers upon any one who is for-
tunate enough to obtain it.
James A. McKenzie is certainly a
true and tried Democrat and his rec-
ord and condeded ability entitles hint
to the consideration of the Democratic
party. My theory Of politics is SO
wimple that a novice eau understand
to whom the office/4 belong. I hold
that the boym in the trenches should
reap the emoluments of the party
victories. Then if that be true why
should the party refuse the office of
governor to McKenzie if he desires it?
Has he not given his services both in
and out of the state in every cam-
paign in which the party has been
engaged since l*itr.' If the laberer is
worthy of his hire, will you reject one
who entered the vineyard at an early
hour and give precedence to those
who cattiest the eleventh hour? I
am a devout believer in the eternal
fitness of things, anti if you would
hut make me a special judge in this
cage I would not only promptly de-
cide in McKenzie's favor, but (dicer-
fully say to the hoi-pelioi, give hill' a
chance.
Terrible.
Two-thirds of all &Mips in New
York City are from eonsumption or
pneumonia. The Sallie proportion
holds for moot other cities. Delays
are dangerous. Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for Consumption will always
relieve, and may save your life. For
sale by H. It. Garner. .
We DO SOle ly Swear It.
The Clarkmville Cultivator, a hich,
by the way, we solemnly aver is not
yet dead, in its last issue rises in its
wrath and tires double-leaded vi-
tuperation at the Clarksville Progress
for "sending out false statements for
other infamous papers to copy, as did
the Hopkinsville NEW ERA, to the
injury of this (that) paper."
This "infamous" paper did not copy
the article from the Progress, but
fixed up a nice little "In Memoriam"
of its own, full of the woe that tilled
our heart for we believed death had
invaded the sanctity of the press
ranks and taken front us our only
Cultivator. liut our grief has been
turned to joy, and the tears of sorrow
that counted down our cheeks have
given way to a smile of gladness, for
the Cultivator is not dead, but still
liveth; we do solemnly swear it. We
stated the very next day that we had
been mitileti in writing t hat obituary,
and were much grieved thereat.
Please forgive us. Vive is Cultivator!
Vive la abetentione! Sic memper in-
fannoue papers!
THE CENTENNIAL .loP KENTUCKY.
- Alilaiptu ('Isinmi nts• on it and Sa)•• the
New Nra was Not Justified in
• Throwing Stones.
r The following front Young E. Mil-
son is self-explanatory, and needs no
I vomment save that the New ERA
was innocent of any malice or evil
intention in the little paragraph re-
ferred to.
TO tile Editor of the New Era.
Is irisviLLE, Feb. la, ant
sure it will not be out of place to call
your attention townie misapprehen-
sion and injustice contained in the
following editorial paragraph, clip-
ped from the New Era of Saturday:
"Lem/ovine Wet started another scheme to
advertise tiers ,11 Wanta to get up a cen-
tennial celebration in honor of the admission
of Kentucky into the union. That is all well
and good, provided she'll foot the bills."
In the first place, while Louisville
has suggested the Centennial Exhibi-
tion for the purpose partly of adver-
tising herself, she also expects that it
will do a great deal towards properly
advertising the state of Kentucky and
incidentally the new and 'progressive
south. If Louisville expected to get
up an exhibition for the sole purpose
of advertising herself she would nettle
all the bills and not ask any other
part of Kentucky to contribute to-
wards it. For proof of this it is only
necessary to call your attention to the
fact that, during the last two years,
the far-sighted and enterprising busi-
ness men of this city have paid $35,-
000 for advertising abroad the re-
sources of the state of Kentucky and
of the city of Louisville, and for every
dollar of that sum that has been spent
in advertising the city another dollar
of it has been spent in advertising the
state. At the present time there is a
contract in existence costing $.5,000 for
advertising the state, of which sum
the Commercial club of Hopkinsville
contributed $75, Pineville contributed
$200, the Kentucky Union Railway
Company contributed $200 and the
remainder, $4,525, is paid by the busi-
ness men of Louisville. And
yet the advertising under that
contract treats Owensboro, Paducah,
Winchester, Henderson, Hopkins-
ville, Bowling Green and a great
many other localities with just as
much liberality as if they had con-
tributed their due share towards
meeting the expense thereof.
The bueinees men of Louisville rec-
ognize the fact that there ran be no
large city here without a populous
and a prom/wrote/ state to buck it up,
and that there cannot be a populous
and promperous state without produe-
ing a large eity here. The two things
go together and they are inevitable.
The people of this city are therefore
quite as much hterested in seeing
Hopkinsville and all the towns in the
state flourbilt and prooper as they are
to see their own eity inereatie in Int-
Temente. awl a ettitil, MI the $34,000
Which ham been reeently expended In
advertising the state of Kentueky
a as spent under that broad and lib-
eral idea.
.If the people of Kentucky expect
to accomplish anything they must
give up the old foolish jealousies that
have existed between city and coun-
try, and understand that the progress
of a part of the state means the pro-
gress of all. I can answer for the fact
that the officers of the Cotnmercial
club in this city have time and again
advised and directed men with capi-
tal and energy to pass on through
Louisville and locate at other points
n the state where there seemed to be
a better opening and a better proba-
bility of their success. This was done
upon the theory that every man who
came to Kentucky and succeeded was
a standing advertisement for all the
friends that he had left at his homes
n other states, and we wanted every
new one who came to succeed. If
Louisville was minded to "hog" ev-
erything in sight this would no have
been done. We have directed people
o Hopkinsville,Owensboro,Paducale
Ineville, Franklin, Bowling Green
anti up and down the lines of all the
new railroads constructed in this
state.
If the city of Louisville le now wil-
ing to subscribe $.500,000 for the pur-
mse of getting up an exhibition of
he progress made in the state and in
he city since 1792, it seems to me that
he other 1,800,000 people in the Kate
ought to be willing to coutribute a
small mum for the purpose of having
themselves and their interests repre-
sented here. It is not to be thought
for a moment that the people of the
whole state of Kentucky would be
willing to owe the advantages of such
an enterprise to the liberality of the
orople of Louisville alone. One thing
s quite certain, that the originators
of the centennial exhibition idea have
never contemplated for a moment
carrying it out as an enterprise. which
would be solely for the local benefit of
this city. Their idles was to take ad-
vantage of the time intervening, in-
terest the people of the state and of
this city in taking steps that would
advertise to the whole world the ex-
traordinary resources with which na-
ture has blessed the state and the
great progress that has been made in
eivilization and wealth here. It
would result in at large itumigration
to Kentucky end when that immi-
gration gets here it will benefit the
whole state.
While I am writing tide the secre-
tary of the Commercial club is send-
ing a check for $.10 to the executive
committee of the interstate immigra-
tion association of the southern states
to pay the proportion of the state of
Kentucky of the expenses ofthat body
to which the state of Kentucky had
not the foresight nor the enterprise to
send a representative The Commer-
cial club sent a delegate, to represent
Kentucky, paid all his expenses anti
are now engaged in paying for other
expenses incurred.
Until the remainder of the state has
showed its willingness or its ability
to discharge some portion of the
duties devolving upon it, it seems to
me in a little bad taste. to tire off pa-
per wads and narrow criticisms at the
action of lotesville.
Yorso E. A Li.isos.
About A Hatch Which was in Good
Shape.
We asked Mr. T. C. S. Hatch in re-
gard to his luck in the Louisiana
State Lottery, he stated that he had
been investing for some months past
in the lottery, That he sent his
money in and received his tickets
promptly. Ile purchased ten fortieth
tickets about 10111 Dee. 1568, among
the ten was No. 69,704, the number
that drew the capital prize, $600,000.
When informed that it had drawn
$1.5,000, he went at once to Waco and
there deposited his ticket with the
Ameriean Nat. bank. Four days af-
ter he was paid by the American
National bank the $15,000. Mr. Hatch
has a wife and six children. lie was
comparatively, a poor man, working
as overseer of the W. P. Gaines big
valley farm, three miles !south front
McGregor, on a ealary.—Mc(lregor,
(Tex.,) Observer, Jan. 5.
WHAT THE LADIDS READ. KENTUcK1"8 PROSPERITY.
AdVerthiersieat Pirst.tiostalp Nett-Mar- The Old Contorionwealth is Keeping'
riages and Death Notices Etc. f4tep in the March of Progress.
:Louisville Post In its weekly "Construction De-
"Whatlifthere in an advertisement
that proves so fascinating to you?" I
asked of s lads' friend.
"Well, I will tell you," she replied.
"You must know that shopping to a
woman is what business is to a man.
And then none of us are ever without
some want or wants. It makes no
difference how nitwit we have, there
are still a few other things we need,
and we depend upon the advertise- Augusta—Creamery.—Milton Tay-
merits in a newspaper to keep us lor is arranging to start the creamery
posted. It is a delight to shop, and reported last week.
when you see that so and so are sell-
ing a line of articles at figures you
know are cheap, the impulse is irre-
sistible to buy it if you have the mon-
ey or credit to do so. And then ills
such a respectable kind of a feeling
to be seen in &store, meet your friends
and pass a pleasant word or two with
them. It relieves the hum-drum of a
woman's life and gives her something
besides housekeeping and babies to
think of. A bargain is • thing we
can't resist. The very idea that we
can purchase an article cheaper from
one store than from another is dear to
every woman's heart, and, that is one Clay City—Iron Furnace and Car-
a the reasons she seans advertise- wheel Works.—The Kentucky River
ments so closely. We are better Iron Manufacturing Company will
traders than a man. II the latter had move their charcoal iron furnace
to buy supplies of different kinds for from Red River Iron Works tel Clay
the household, he would not have City shortly and add car-wheel works
half as much in it and it would cost to cost $60,000. Furnace is :t.2:10 feet..
twice the sum,"
"What, then, is the first thing you
look for in a newspaper?"
"Advertisements."
"The second thing?"
"The gossip."
"Next
"Marriage and death notices."
"And then
"Accidents and other startling
things."
"Possibly Washington news fol-
lows?"
"No. This is uninteresting. Wont-
en, as a rule, care nothing for poli-
ties."
editorials?""Ever read
"How about foreign dispatches?"
"Ugh!"
"Never, never, never!"
- _ a.
The nillituttm Symphony Orchestra.
The NEW ERA has received the fol-
lowing to which it cheerfully gives
space:
"As there has already appeared in
your paper, s notice of the concert
given by the Boston symphony Or-
chestral Club, it may seem superfiu- Covington—Raliroad.—The New-
ous to say anything further, but as a port News & Mississippi Valley Rail-
lover of fine music, I desire to express road Company, ioffiee, Richmond,
my thanks to the managers of the Va.; have purchased ten acres of land
opera house for giving such a musical possibly as a site for large machine
treat to the public. These things are shops to be built or moved to Coving-
elevating and cultivating to the taste. ton.
To speak of such artistic work as
"on the whole, a creditable perform-
ance" does not at all express what is
due to their merit as musicians. Such
Kahle might be applied to the crude
effort,' of school boys and girls. I can
imagine the (linguist they would feel
(should they gee such a notice that
they hail been wasting their skill on
an audience so onappreciative. Their
playing was fine and each Invividual
solo a gem in itself. Henderson—Planing Mill.—A $20,-
Miss Cooking has a sweet and high- 000 stock company is being organized
ly cultivated voter and singe without to build a planing mill. The Hen-
derson Land and Improvement Corn-ORM. Her manner on the stage is
pany can probably give information,graceful and easy.
It was a delightful occasion, and 1 HopkInaville—Water-works.— The
for one, feel fully repaid and only counell have appointed a committee
who'll we could enjoy such opportuni- to report as to the advisability of the
ties more frequenNtilly.tm. J. v. D.too.,, 
or can give Information.
The m ay -
If there's one thing the NEW ERA
doesn't claim, it Is a competent nim
/deal (Title, one with the ability to go
into the technique and decide on the
merits of this or that bar. The criti-
cism of the performance above re-
ferred to was written by our horse
reporter, and as we thought was in
a peculiarly happy vein. Mrs. Dagg
Is acknowledged to be one of the
most competent musical critics in the
city and we regret that she did not
utilize her space in a detailed criti-
cism of the performance.
The words •'as a whole, was a very
creditable one," were not intended to
Imply that the performance was lack-
ing in ability, as a reading of the crit-
icism, which is reproduced, will read-
ily show:
Manager Rodgers was rewarded
with the presence of a large and ap-
preciative audience to hear the Bos-
ton Symphony Orchestral club last
alight, and the audience was rewarded
with a tine production of instrument-
al and vocal music of a very high
order. Miss Elsa Clark-Cuehing,
the prima donna of the company, is
the poasessor of a voice of moderate
range but of wondrous purity and
richness of tone, piquant manners
and withal a very fine stage preeence.
Her most pretentious effort was the
famous "Jewel song," from "Faust."
and while it was nicely sung, MIMS
Cushing was much more pleasing in
the Milli pier and sweeter ballads given
as encore,' and in the seeoud part of
the programme.
The music of the strings was of that
character which distinguishes the
eminent soloists comprising the com-
pany. Mr. Willis Nowell, the lead-
er, is a smooth and graceful master of
the violin. Close after him in point
of excellence was the work of Adolph
Bustle., the flute virtuoso, and Phil-
ip Roth, the violincellist, while Mr.
Richard Stoeizer favored the audi-
enee with a solo on the viola d'amour,
an instrument of rich and pathetic
tone. The program, as' a whole, was
a very creditable one.
MULE RAISING.
An Industry That W•mld Pay. Well in
This County.
"I want to buy a goo•1 mule; can
you tell me where I can get one?"
"I am looking for one myself, and
guess I'll have to go north to get
him."
These remarks were over-heard by
a NEw ERA reporter on the street the
other day, and they suggested to him
an idea—why not raise our own
stock? Mule raising Is an industry
which is practiced with marked sue-
in northern Kentucky, and
Maury county, Tennessee. Men de-
vote the'r whole time and attention
to the matter and amass large for-
tunes at R. Maury county, Tenn.,
is almost given up to the industry.
The. farmers there raise large num-
bers of them, of all varieties, and
supply the whole south. Their agents
travel through Indiana, Ohio, and
parts of Kentucky, buy up all the
young colts they can and carry them
down to their farms, where they are
fed and cared for until grown, when
they are sold again to probably the
tame men who first owned them.
This ?tame is true of /tome parts 01
northern Kentucky.
The farmers of this county instead
of raising their own stock as they
could do, go to these places and buy
them, thus taking out of local circu-
lation a considerable sum of money
each year. There is no county better
adapted to the successful operation of
dint industry than this. Our lands
grow as tine orchard grass as any in
the union; no section can produce
finer or better corn or more sorghum,
and these are the staples necessary
for use. Then why not raise our own
stock? There is an enormous and
constantly increasing demand for
them, anti why should we not help
supply that demand? If, instead of
devoting so much time to the cultiva-
tion of tobacco and wheat, at little
profit, a few of our farmers would en-
gage in this business, would raise
stock to supply first the home de-
mand and after the foreige, we would
soon be in much better financial con-
dition. There is big money in the
business as anybody can find out
who sill take the trouble to do a little
investigating. We may have more
to tiny ton this matter at future time,
as we wish to show to the farmers
what a good business they are neg-
lecting.
partment," giving a list of all new
enterprises in the south, the Manu-
facturers Record of this week con-
tains the following items of new in-
dustries and the enlargement of old
ones in this state:
Ashland—lee Factory.—There is
talk of building an ice factory.
Bardetown—Roed.--The Bardstown
& Shepherdmville Turnpike Road
Company will build a road.
Benton—Railroad.—B.enton pecinct
of Marshall county has voted a $15,000
subscriptions to the Paducah & Ten-
nessee railroad.
Clay City—Iron Fu rnacee.—T he
Kentucky River Iron Manufacturing
Company, of Red River Iron Works,
will, it is reported, probably move
their tiro Fitchburg iron furnaces,
which have been out of blast since
1874, to Clay City.
Clay City—Lumber Mill.—The /led
River Lumber Company will build a
new lumber mill with a daily capac-
ity of 75,000 feet. Will employ about
100 hands. Are building another
boom at a cost of $1,200.
Clay City—Building.—The Ken-
tucky Uri-iu Land Company will
erect a two-story office building 50x90
feet to cost $5,000.
Clay City—Iron Furnace.—Parties
are negotiating for the Cottage furnace
at Union Hall with a vie llv to remov-
ing it to Clay City. Furnace has long
been out of blast.
Covington—(Ms Fixtures, Gas Ma-
chines. etc.—R. F. Hughes, William
Hays and Edward F. Sprague have
incorporated the Hughes Manufac-
turing ( 'ompany, capital stock $50,000,
to manufacturing gas ,apd electes
light fixtures, gas machines, etc.
Covington—Distillery.—W. N. Ho-
bart, L.0. Maddox and J. NV. Shanks
have incorporated the Triumph Dis-
tillery Company to manufacture and
distill highwines, whiskies and
liquors of all kinds. Capital $25,000.
Greenup—Stave Factory, etc.—C'.
Tibbetts, lately mentioned as to start
a spoke and handle factory, will also
manufacture staves.
Harrodsburg—Distillery.—J. S. I
M. Dowling, of Lawrenceburg, have
bought the whisky distillery of D. L.
Moore and 361 acres of land for 136,-
000. They have let contracts for en-
larging the distillery'.
Ilopkinavile—Warehouse.—John C.
Latham, Jr., of New York City, is
building a two-story warehouse with
capacity of storing 1.,000 hogsheads of
tobacco.
Lexington—Gas works.—The fuel
gas-works reported last week as to be
built by C. B. Harris, of New York
City, and W. J. Loughridge, of Lex-
ington, will cost $100,000. They are
preparing to commence work on plant
and lay mains.
Lexington—Publishing.—The Na-
tional Turfman and Stock streeders'
Magazine Company, capital stock
$10,000, has been chartered to publish
a monthly paper. John K. String-
field will be editor.
Lexington—Lumber mill, etc.—
William A. McDowell and Jacob S.
Keller have incorporated the Moun-
tain Coal and Lumber Company, cap-
ital stock $100,000, to manufacture
lumber, build houses, deal in coal,
etc.
Louisville—Zinc and Lead Works.
—The Lovisville Zinc and Lead Min-
ing and Smelting Company, capital
stock $400,000, has been chart"..ed to
mine, smelt ' and manufacture zinc
and lead, etc. J. L. Chilton, C. D.
Moody and John W.Lucas are among
the directors.
Louisville—Tool Works, Etc.—The
Falls City Malleable Iron and Steel
Company are preparing to secure a
site to build new and larger Vorks
within a year. They will probably
start also malIeable iron works.
Owensboro—Organ Factory.—Pran-
ty of St. Meinrad, Ind., &rene-
gotiating to remove their pipe-organ
factory to Owensboro.
Owensboro—Flour Mill.—J. W.
Gilbert will build a flour mill.
Paducah—Tile Works.—Fred Clay-
ton, in connection with a Louisville
party, contemplates starting tile
works.
Pineville--Railroad.—The West
Virginia, Norville & Tennessee Rail-
road Company havecotnnienced mak-
ing preliminary surveys for their road,
which is to extend from Breaks of
Sandy via Pineville to Tennessee
state line. H. V. Loving, of Louis-
ville, is president. Office of company
at Pineville.
l'rineeton—Hotel.—A hotel is re-
ported to be built. Secretary Com-
mercial club can probably give infor-
mation if correct.
I ' ri neeton—Canning Factory.—Geo.
W. Dyer will start a.canning factory
end wants to purchase machinery.
Princeton—Planing Mill.—G. L.
Sink contemplates building a plan-
ing mill.
Princetou—Canning Factory.—W.
M. Ross-Is is thinking of starting a
canning factory.
Richmond—Opera-house.—A. R.
Barnum is thinking of building an
opera-house.
Stantord—Street Itailroad.—J. C.
Ittsienter and other. eontemplate
building a street railroad from Stan-
ford to Rowland.
Stanford—Saw MM.—Ruder
will build a saw mill.
be Not Safer Any Longer.
Knowing that a cough can be
checked in a day, and the first stages
of consumption broken in a week,. we
hereby guarantee Dr. Acker's Eng-
lish Remedy for Consumption, and
will refund the money to all who buy,
take it as per directions, and do not,
find our statement correct.
MULHAITON KNOCKED OUT.
A Gory Tale Sent Ou't From Illinois
About a Mule and a Gas Well.
LITcHeIELD, ILL., Feb. 18.—This
city ,was greatly excited Saturday
over an occurrence that for a time
was so inexplicable's& to border on
the supernatural. hi boring for gas
the heavy drill caught at a depth of
300 feet. After some work it was re-
it-sated and when brought to the our
face it was covered with blood. The
amazed drillers instinctively leaned
over the hole. They heard a dull,
rumbling noise and presently heard
a /sepulchral voice calling up to them :
"You have killed' somebody down
here." The horror-stricken men fled.
They spread the news and the town
was turned upside down in an hour.
Hundreds went to the well and gazed
down open-mouthed at the bloody
drill and the mysterious cavity it had
made. Not until late in the Otening
was the mystery eolvtlod by the pre-
sentation of a bill for $50 by the Litch-
field Coal Company "for one mule
killed by drill." The explanation
was simple. The coal company'.
mine extended under the gas com-
pany's territory and their best mule
had been in the way of the drill when
it had pierced the roof of the mine
and was killed.
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NO TRICKSTERS NEED APPLY.
The announcement made by ex-Sen-
ator Triplett, of Daviess, of his in-
tention to make the race for repre-
sentative from that county in the
uext legislature. is an example which,
for the good of the state, we hope will
be followed in every county within
Its borders. The personnel of the re-
cent assemblies has not been calcu-
lated to make one overly enthusiastic
and it seems to grow worse instead of
better. The last one fairly outdid
itself and succeeded most gloriously
in winning the belt as the champion
lot of block-heads. There were, of
course, a few bright and able men
among the number, but they were
like stars on a cloudy night-hard to
And.
It is not because there is a lack of
good material in the counties, that
this state of affairs exists. Neither is
it because our beet men are indifferent
to the state's welfare. It is because
the politicians and bummers have
made it well nigh impossible for a
man to be elected unless he bow his
neck to the yoke and prouelee subser-
vience to their wishes. Matters have
come to a pretty pees when the re-
quirements necessary for an election
to a mat in our legislative halls, is
an ability to drink more whisky,
tell more lies, and possess a
reputation as. a political black-
leg. An home* capable man
hardly cares to .ter a contest now,
because he knows he has to face
almost sure defeat. But there is an
end to all things, and we believe and
hope that this one is at hand. From
over the state come reports of the
prospective candidacy of good men
and true; men who will zealously
guard the interests and rights of the
people; men that no corporation can
influence or dare approach; repre-
sentative men.
There is plenty of good material in
Christian county to select from when
the time comes to put forth a candi-
date, and the man chosen should be
of acknowledged ability and integ-
rity. What we want is a man of pro-
greesive ideas, a sound, substantial
business man; a man who will repre-
sent the best interests of the people of
the county, anti not a faction or cor-
poration. We want a legislator and
not a political trickster. Ring rule
is at an end in this county. The
struggle was hard, but nevertheless
it is dead and buried. The next can-
didate must make the race on merit,
and unless] he has plenty of it will
be snowed under so deep that he will
never be resurrected. Selah!
THE opposition from the state mid to the
trominatkan of Treasurer Sharpe for re-elec-
tion Is growing stronger every day, and if
some capable, popular Democrat front the
wentern end of the state becomes candidate
the Bluegraiis entry will bedlataticed.- Louis-
utile Commercial.
The Commercial is a little bit mis-
taken. So far very little real opposi-
tion has been developed to Treasurer
Sharpe, though there has been some
raised to his claiming the office as a
right. The NEW ERA though in-
clined to rebel against any claim of
this sort on the ground of indebted-
ness pure and simple, has no objec-
tions to offer against Treasurer
Sharpe as a man or an officer. And
for that matter we believe no other
paper has raised any.
THE fact that Cleveland received
94,761 more popular votes than Har-
e neon, and yet had 65 electoral votes
less, recalls the famous quadrilateral
struggle of le60, when Stephen A.
Douglass, the candidate of the north-
ern wing of the Democratic party, re-
ceived a popular vote equal to the
combined vote of Breckenridge and
Bell, two of his three opponents, and
yet whose electoral vote was only
one-sixth as large 88 that cast for
Breckenridge, and less than one-third
of that cast for Bell.
OLD man Alvin Hawkins has the honor of
being "mentioned" for a place la Harrison'.
cabinet. Brother Alvin la one of threw
thread
-hare and diaciarded politicians who
occasionally get mentioned but never girt
anything eisr.-.Var'.eilbi mer,e.in.
He was "mentioned" for governor
once,and got there, but we'll acknowl-
edge It was the biggest sort of an ac-
cident. Alvin is a harmless old soul,
fond of bees and chickens, and would
make an ideal country squire in
England.
THE New ERA extends congratu-
lations to Mr. W. A. Wilgus on his
appointment to the position of trav-
eling agent of the Chesapeake ez Ohio
railroad, vice Col. W. J. Berg, re-
signed. Mr. Wilgus is well suited for
such a place, and we have no doubt
the road will soon be congratulating
itself on its "scoop."
SIMPLY because the NEW ERA sees
fit to publish an article or clipping, it
must not be implied that we neces-
sarily endorse the sentiments con-
tained therein. We may or may not
do that, as the case may be, and the
article is given for the news it con-
tains. The NEW ERA is A news-
paper.
SHALL we allow these blarsted
Britisher% to buy up all our breweries,
limit the supply and increase the price
of our beer? Never! Insult our flag;
make fun of our navy; and even pull
a few feathers out of the eagle's tall,
but if you cut down our beer supply,
then there'll be a scrapping match.
THE court of appeals has decided
that a railroad is not responsible for
damages resulting to a drunken pas-
senger whose conduct is such that, to
preserve decency, order and safety to
other passengers, it is necessary to
chospel him to debark from the train.
WITH all her boasts and booms
Owensboro cannot claim a depot to
her name. She is intensely excited
now over the prospect of securing
one, for the old warehouse which has
b 'en used by the 0. & N. for that
purpose has been ordered vacated.
Tux magistrates by an unanimous
vote submitted propositions to five
precincts in McLean county to vote a
subsidy of $70,000 to the Henderson
State Line Railroad.
Fedix a sidelong glance at the
Hawesville Plaindealer we are led to
the conclusion that that irrepressible
"son-of-his
-father" is back there
again.
How is that water-works committee
progressing in its work?
A RESOLUTION has been introduced
in the Tennessee legislature to inquire
into thtepropriety of adoption by the
state of a series of elementary school
books to be published by the state
and sold at cost for use in the public
schools. Alm to ascertain the cost of
publishing a primary spelling book,
first, second and third readers, arith-
metic, etc. Gov. Hovey, of Indiana,
has put himself on record as favoring
a plan of the, sort, aud in his message
to the legislature:produced figures to
show the enormous amount of mon-
ey that could be sieved every year to
the people by the adoption of his plan.
He favors a tax levy for the purpose
of providing these books, and would
consider them the property of the
state to be loaned to pupils who would
be responsible for the:. safe keeping
and preservation.
The plan would seem to be a good
one, for the amount of tax to be paid
to keep up the supply 'would fall far
short of the amount each family
would pay out in the course of the
year for books. The present eystem
is a very costly one to parents, inas-
much as about every other year a new
style of book is demanded by the
teachers, each of Whom has his or her
Ideas Its to the best system of study.
Were the state to furnish the books
this would .be done away with, for a
competent board would decide upon
that question, thus saving to the pa-
rents many dollars of useless expend
iture. This matter will bear invest'
gallon.
"A ('HI EL" In the Owensboro In-
quirer makes the following very
truthful comment on the habit of
newspapers publishing everything
that can be called news: "It is use-
less to deny that this habit of the
nee epapers of publishing everything
than can be called news, even by a
strained construction of that word,
has a most salutary effect on the com-
munity. The newspaper man does
not poste as philanthropist or reform-
er. If he is either, it is an incident,
not the fulfillment of a purpose. Too
often the publication which proves
the greatest terror to evil-doers was
given space from any but a worthy
motive. But, motives all aside, it re-
mains incontestably true that many
a scamp withholds his hand front vil-
lainy through a wholesome fear of
seeing himself held up to public exe-
cration in the newspapers. Many a
wan will pay a debt rather than risk
damage to his credit by the publica-
tion of the fact that he has been sued.
And alas, too, many a many despoils
benevolence of the golden merit of se-
crecy by taking care that the news-
papers shall learn of every charitable
deed and blazon it to the world. Yet
the world profits by the example of
benevolence, overlookiue the defect
of motive, and the example may be a
seed sown in good ground. So it is
that the newspaper becomes a Mighty
engine of reform because it permits
no man to live to himself, but culti-
vates a decent regard for public ap-
proval and a wholesome fear of pub-
lic censure."
IN Germany when. a comic paper
pokes fun at a government official it
is at once suppressed, but in this
great and glorious country we scan
poke fun at all the officials we please
and the only result is a little note
next day to this effect: "You will
please discontinue my paper, as I do
not care to subscribe for a sheet which
has sunk to the depth of vulgar per-
sonality."
ONE seldom picks up an Owensboro
paper now, but the first thing that
greets the eye is a murder trial.
There was a time when this was in a
measure true ofHopkinsville,butsince
the production of a little drama some
time (ago in which one iSkinner
played the leading part, things ;of
that sort have gone out of fashion.
Do you know what a typograph-
ical error is? Well it is a little thing
that sends more editors to the devil
than any other one thing In the world.
ft may be little, but it can look larger
and blacker in a short paragraph on
the editorial page, than a Kansas
politician's record on the Book of
Fate.
THE central committee will meet
soon and call a convention, for the
purpose of nominating a state treas-
urer, which will be held in June.
Sharp has the inside track, and des-
pite opposition will likely be the
nominee.
NEVADA cast lees than 13,000 votes
last year, a decrease of 7,000 since
1A84. In ere she will not have a cor-
poral's guard at this rate of decrease,
yet she will have two Reput Bean
senators, which is sufficient to keep
her in the union.
IN response to the address of the
colored men who called upon him the
other day to urge the claims of their
race, Gen. Harrison told them how
essential it was to vote [the Repub-
lican ticket; and dismissed them.
How consoling!
THE Tennessee senate crawled up
on the fen ee very gracefully the
other day by voting to prohibit the
sale of fermented liquors on Sunday,
and refusing to sanction a bill pro-
hibiting any one giving it away.
AT the American Newspaper Pub-
lishers Conference at New York the
other day, a most interesting paper
on circulation is said to have been
read. Dollars to apples he claimed
the biggest in the world.
HON. WM. WINDOM has been invi-
ted to and has accepted a seat in the
new cabinet. He will hold down the
secretary's chair in the treasury.
This is straight goods,-fresh from
Gen. Harrison himself.
111.AiNE favors annexing Cuba in
order to prevent yellow fever in this
country by sanitary measures there.
We once heard of a man who swal-
lowed a tack to keep from stepping
on it.
THE French ministry has resigned.
The American ministry will follow
suit in a few days. Thus do we great
Republics show our spunk when
things don't go to suit. Vive la Re-
publique!
THE Richmond Terminal is said to
be after the L. & N. This is, of course,
a joke, but even that is pleasant, in
as much as the L. tic N. has hereto-
fore done all the swallowing.
NEws comes front the interior of
Indiana that a woman has given
birth to five children within the past
year. Wonder if this is one ef Dud-
ey's "blocks?"
THE Secret of Frankfort's violent
opposition to a constitutional con-
vention is the fear of the removal of
the capital to Lexington.
Bishop MeTyeire, of Tennessee,
died at his home in Nashville Fri-
day. He was chancellor of Vander-
bilt University.
SIMON BoLIYAK BUCKNER Will not be a
candidate for re-election as governor of Ken-
tuelty.-Clarksville Progrees.
Well, hardly, as he's ineligible.
THE Union Local wants the Hno.
I. A. Spaulding to succeed Governor
Buckner.
Who said the ground hog was a liar?-
Owensboro Inquirer.
"It was 1," quoth the goose-bone.
As tne ss est Virginia Democrats
can't sit on Dort they ought to squelch
Kenna.
• WALTER EVANS is spoken of as the
probable successor of Comptroller
Durham.
BILLY 0. B. says he has not been
tendered either one or two cabinet po-
sitions by Gen. Harrison.
twe governor of New Hamp-
shire to 'Iliwaw Willie: "I'll Saw-
yer off, and therefore he proceeded to
Saw.
UHOSTs are frightening the people
of Columbus, Ind., out of their wits.
The dispatch does not 4ay whether
they are to be men in blocks of five.
THE Republicans are assured of a
majority of seven in the next house,
and it is possible that this may be in-
creased.
PREPARATIoNs for the inaugural
are going on at a rapid rate in W'ash-
ington ; 1W barrels of Kentucky whis-
key were seized there yesterday.
IT is said that Secretary Whitney
is the proud owner of eight St. Ber-
nard dogs. lie should send a couple
of them after Grover.
A WOMAN in El Paso, Tex., fell out
of a third story window and struck
on her bustle, no injury resulting.
etre. t tes eland had as well give up
after this.
Paducah is to vote on two raeroad
propositions within a fortnight, and
the Standard as yet has only thrown
aside its hat. What's the matter
with that coat and vest, brother?
Lay it off and get down to business
and you'll get the roads.
THE Missourian who wanted con-
gress to send him a baby, should make
the race, go to Washington and get
him one, thereby saving the expense
of expressage, or, as the Courier-
Journal intimates, take Williwaw-
Willie, the future lone senatorial
orphan.
QUITE a good humored contest is
going on between the Weeds of
Wendling in this city as to which
lecture he shall deliver on the etith
inst. "Popular Delusions" has the
lead No far, as a great many have
heard the lecture on "Stonewall
Jeckson," The Chautauquans are in
great glee, sr the interest aroused is
sure to draw out an enormous eroWtit
THE Louisville Times says that
Billy 0. Bradley threatens to run for
governor of Kentucky again, and asks
Mr.Harrisson to give thoughtiesed Wil-
liam a cabinet chair to hold down.
We do not waist the Ohio river burned
up yet, but If Brigadier Cplenel Brad-
ley gets another whack at it with Unit
eloquence of his, the chances are that
he will dry the little old stream up.
THE Evansville Courier intimates
that the Mackey syndicate is giving
encouragement to the Ohio Vallee'
road in its struggle against the L. et
N. for the trade of western Ken-
tucky, western Tennessee and Ala-
bama. This syndicate is a strong and
powerful one, and If the t e V. really
needs any assistance it Is gide end
doubtless very willing, owieg to the
position it occupies, to give It,
Fenn Democratic representatives
from Pulaski county, Ark., have re.
signed their seats in the legislature.
Six poll books were stolen from as
many precincts just before the count
was made last fall, and the vote
as turned in gave them a majority of
one. Four Republicans were con-
testing their seats. This will go far
to show that the Democratic party in
that state will not countenance elect-
ion frauds.
A STATISTICIAN has calculated that
Harrison received not less than 850,-
000 negro votes, and that but for them
would have iota the states of New
York, Indiana and Ohio, while Illi-
nois, California, Massachusetts,
Michigan, New Hampshire and
Rhode Island would have been very
doubtful. The general was right
then in impressing upon the colored
citizens who recently called upon him
to demand recognition of their race,
the necessity of always voting.
The prohibition election is warm.
ing up, but what the result will be is
difficult to foretell. The "drys" are
hard at work and are pretty well or-
ganized, their speakers having ap-
pointments at nearly every little set-
tlement in the county. They are en-
thusiastic, too, and claim that they
will easily carry the county. On the
other hand, the antis while making
little or no demonstration, are proba-
bly as thoroughly organized as their
opponents, and have their forces
pretty well in hand. They, too,
claim success awaits them, and
in support of their statement point to
the desertions from the ranks of their
opponents which have occurred in
the past two years. They expect a
majority of anywhere between *Xi
and OM in the city, and claim that
will overcome the vote in the county.
The prohibitionlets dispute this Oahu
but are willing to concede 2.`i0 in the
city. The question with both parties
Is the vote of Hopkineville. If it
goes largely to the anti side, then pro-
hibition is defeated; if only a moder-
ate majority is given the outside prei
eincts will overcome it. The raei
will be closely run, neither side yield-
ing an inch till the string is passed.
So far, we believe very little bad feel-
ing has been engendered, for which
everybody is thankful.
STATE OF OHIO, CITY OF TOLEDO,i
LUCAS COUNTY, S. S.
FRANK J. it Es Er makes oath that
he is the senior partner of the firm of
F'. J. ('HENRY & Co., doing business
In the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay -the sum of oNis HuNtatEe
imeeees for each and every, case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of De-
cember, A. I). '86.
A. W. GLEASON,__
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taitn-l-n-
ternally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucus surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F'. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
serSold by Druggists, 75 cents.
SEAL 1-f
A Nice Little Trust.
The Owensboro Inquirer says: The
Kentucky Millers' Association have
got things figured down to a fine
point. They have divided the state
into districts, classified Hour into six
grades and arranged prices. This le
done in order to protect the millers
against one another. letuli knows
now just what to charge for goods
sold in another's district, and there
will be no more cutting in prices.
• 
The following from the pen of Mr.
L. P. Bardwell, editor of The Marion
Iowa) Pilot, will, we believe, be of
interest to many of our readers. He
says: "It is with pleasure that I cer-
tify to the real merits of Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy. I have used
it in my family for years and have
always found it most excellent, and
especially for colds croup and sore
thrdat. It is safe and effective."
For sale by H. B. Garner.
CLEANED THE PLATTER.
Efficient Work of the New Era's Capa-
ble Corps of Correspondents.
Matters Al• Interest. Roth iu and Out of
the County Ctmdeneed and Put
in Shape for Quick Reading.
Otis Slaughter, Jr., of Henderson,
has gone to Memphis, Tenn., to ac-
cept a situation in a railway office.
It is expected that the epotteville
railroad bridge, which ewes reeeutly
wrecked, will be ready for travel by
March 10.
Chas. Kocher, an I.. & N. brake-
man, was arrested in Hopkins coun-
ty Saturday anti taken to Philadel-
phia, Pa., on a charge of forgery.
Jae. Johnsen, u bartender of
Owensboro, was accidently shot in
the left breast by Billy Cottrell Mon-
day night. The wound is serious and
may prove fatal.
Owensboro Inquirer: \Vatter Math-
ews spent a portion of his boyhood week.
days in Hopkinsville where his father
was a tobacconist. It is said that
Peck's bad boy was a lamb its compar-
ison to him.
The Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciations of Kentucky will meet in
convention at Georgetown on the
etith lust. Pastors are requested to
appoint delegates Where nu sesecia-
lion exists.
The "white caps" have made their
appearance at Cloverport and peeled
up a notice warning all women of
bad character that if they are found
Oil the streets after 9 a. ne, that they
will be given twenty lamlies2 We
give 'emit $5 and twenty daps down
this way.
Near Owingsville, in this state, Joe
Byron, a young farmer, eloped Satur-
day with the daughter of Mr. Cyrus
Alley, a Well•to-do eithien, Mr. AI.
ley had forbidden Byron's attentions,
but was compelled to leave home on
business, and to prevent Ide daugh-
ter from eloping during his absence
lie took with him all her clothes ex-
cept an old and faded calicoeress. As
soon as the old gentleman was dait of
sight, although the weather was very
cold, the girl, clad only in the old
calico eress end without bonnet or
wrap of any kind, mounted K Iturse
and rode Moue a dietance of 15 miles
to join her lover. Then they went to
Owingsville, where the young lady
was provided with suitable clothing,
anti they were married.
Lep ionmville.
LEVToNnVILLS, Feb, 10.-Wto have
been favored with a tobacco season
anti our farmers are once more busy
striyping out the almost worthless
weed.
Mr. Monroe Lacy sold his tobacco
to Mr. 'font Barrow, reciving $7. per
rpund, the highest price yet paid in
this uttighborneted,
Mr. Eddie Henderson, who heti beep
attending school in Todd county
tea his parents Saturday anti Sunday.
Mr. BO Ely visited the family of
Mrs. Farris Sunday.
Mks Polly Dunn, of Pond River, is
attending her father, who is danger;
ously ill at this place.
. Several of our young people met at
the residence or Mr. Frank Vaim Fri-
day eight end spent the evening very
pleasantly,
Neal Wilkins halt not been very
Key lately, Go again Neal; if first
yoli don't eueceed, try, try opener'
Col. Tom Steele his caught bitern
red foxes this wiuter The colonel
says his dogs are so fest It Hikes two
tome them run.
Terry, the little son of Mr. James
Carpenter, Is very sick with pneu-
monin. 
'fee
Haddockei.
el A 'MOCK'S SCHOOL 110CSE Feb.
Wee-There will be a temperance
speaking at Union Chapel to-night;
speeches by Miss Alice Noremin anti
eithers. Also at Antioefilon Friday
night,
Mrs, George W. Dash., If Madison-
ville, is visiting her eister_ALee Davis
Wilkins, this week.
Mrs. T. A. Wilkins is quite sick at
this time.
Mr. W. Marlow Johnson, from near
your city, was visiting his brother,
tlohu T. Johnson and family, Sun-
day.
eine eaue Mitchell, of your city,
was visiting her daughter, Mrs. H. H.
Haddock, Saturday night and Sun-
day.
Mrs. Martin, of the Pilot Rock
neighborhood, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. John W. Phipps.
Master Wrex Myers, of le irkinante
elite, is visiting his cousin, Mr. Wil-
liam Van Hoosier, this week.
Mrs. J. T. Johnson, who has been
on the sick list for some time, is con-
fined to her bed again.
Bennet tstown.
HENN rursTow s, Feb. 19.-The oew
rie herd house has been emeplettel, and
school began there last Monday. The
patrons seem very imiuthi detused -With
Miss Price as u teacher. She him
about forty pupils.
Sam Small will lecture at Garretts-
burg in old Olivet ehurch on the
night of the eeith. I think any one is
going to hear him.
Rev. Frank l'erry was not here the
3rd Sunday.
Mr. James Pendleton and bride, of
Montgomery, were visiting relatives
here last week.
Mrs. Itob't Moss lids returned from
Jordan Spring, where she has been
siting her mother, Mrs. Crews, who
is pow very ill.
Madame Rumor says that several
marriages will take place in this vi-
cinity ere Runny weeks shall have
rolidel away. LetesE.
Belleview.
BeeeEteEte, K v., Feb. lie-Mr. J.
11. Clardy is in Clarksville.
,-
Mr. Rawline is in this neighbor-
hood making old debtors "hustle."
He will be in our midst three or four
weeks.
The boys about this place got some
right down hard valentines.
Mr. Luther Benson delivered an
eloquent lecture favoring prohibition
at. Rfilloit church, last Friday night.
Perhaps he *cared the jug-line of this
place to a terminus.
Miss Carrie Cox hite been at Roar-
eve Springs for sonic time: She will
visit her home very shortly.
Health has favored this commu-
nity this winter. There has been hut
little sickness and scarcely any
deaths.
Mr. J. W. McGehee, of Clarksville,
wies at lielleview last week "straight-
etOng up business," fixing old ate
colints for collection, etc.
• ROB.
Willow Brook.
Wi LLow BRoott, Feb. 114.-Mr.
Ben Johnson's brother front Illinois
'seeded him this week.
Mr. Roy Solomon was in our city
vieiting friends this week.
()Id Aunt Sallie Mereer, who hives
near here, is one hundred anti eleven
years old and has cut eight new teeth.
Site has received her second sight and
claims to see as well as when sixteen
years old. She came from North
Carolina to this county about eighty
years ago.
4
Miss Vina Hie-nee has returned!I
home after spending a week with rel-
I lives in tido vicinity.
1 Mr. Jim Grace has returned homeafter spending several days with rel-
atives at Mortoued Gap.
1 The farmers are almost through
i stripping tobacco in this neighbor.
I hood,
I Miss Margie Berry, of north Chris-
tian
' 
will leave SOUR to take charge of1 
a school near Pembroke.
! Mr. Anderson Fears spent Sundayl et Mr. 1.ige Henderson's,
I Maple sugar Is very plentiful thimI
Newton.
Mr. Warner Henderson spent SUB-
day at Mr. Bill Rodgers', of the An-
tioch neighborhood.
Another wedding is expected soon
iii this perg. (*tiled is getting in his
work in a hurry down this way.
Prohibition is the topic of converato
eon in north Christian at preeent.
After the prohibition election and
a few expected weddings are over,
we think the gas factory will shut
iixxiltiwn. hfur awile in h htis neigbor-
r. Henry W'ood and Mrs. Elvira
Hendlertee1 Were hnitetl th the Iti4bonds uf wedlock twit Thurielay.
May they ever flout on the octant iii
hoe lied not it %aye of sorrow roil
across their teeteeful breasts, is the
FLoRA.wish of 
Pee Dee Ripplings.
-PEEi Vet). Vatentine
lins paid UN hid steetnitomed yearly
%emit, and not without notit•e for 'ere
the te eight bells were tolling out
their lust eitintes, the doors of the
emnfortable home of W. H. Southall
were thrown open to gallant belles
and beaux, who had been invited to
miiend a pleasant and memoriablt.
evening as his guests. Quite a dele-
gation of young men from
vi-ere III atteethotoe, allow the num-
ber being Messrs. John and Wallace
\Velem, Lacy Emmett and John
Rudolph, Ambrose Winn amid Hart
also Mack Rives, of your
town, honored us with his preeence.
Thgyoqng men emorteined us with
tenni! sweet *trains from the violin,
harp and guitar, which was quite an
attractive feature of the occasion;
as well as the nice refreshing lunch
that we were invited to partake of
'ere we bade our Lind and pleasant
hostess, Misses 1'ada amid fiattiagood
night and a wish that their future
may be vent as pleasuutly AS the
evening thnt is now resting in (hit-
Put.
-Miss Nora Rudolph, quite a pretty
and attractive young lady of Clarks-
ville, is visiting at the home of W.
II. Southallee lier visits are always
gladly received and her return home
sadly lamented by all who know her.
Mr. Wayne Hammack spent last
week with his 'parents who live in
Webster county. •
Mr._ Role. Carter, of Herndon,
makes frequent visits to our neigh-
I orhood since a certain young lady
has been with es,
Mrs. O. B. Molt is expected home
from her sisters, Mrs. Sestet+, where
IHIS been for the past two weeks.
We see very little of our gallant
young friends Bud Coe- heel and Jim
Curter here of late, einee they are
devoting their time strictly to "fine
sheep," but more especially are they
partial to the "Shropshire."
We have had one tobacco buyer
here since Xmas, but the first man
he struck asked six cents for his crop.
That satisfied him, Ito he returned to
yeur city "feeling that all such men
deserve a cell in the asylum.
VioLET.
A Wedding Party.
ANTiocii, Feb., 19.-At the recep-
tion tendered the eloping couple, Mr.
Charlie Barnes anti Miss Annie Mor-
ris, who were married in Clarkeville
reeently, on their return to the reed-
denee of the grotmem father, were
prement Mimes Witty, Maggie Golay,
Mary Yaneey, Miunie Boyd, Lou
Boyd, Jennie Smith, Willie Smith,
Lottie Hill, Mollie Armstrong, Tom-
mie Smith, Eunice Morris and
Messrs. Charlie Morris, Janie, Mor-
ris. David Andertem, Lee Witty, J
Hill, Luther Harris, Walter Owen,
Walter Renshaw, Tom ('we-n, Chee
Witty and Mark Boyd. Supper was
served and the couples returned to
the parlor where they spent several
hours very pleamaetly.
Simple.; Stems.
"Never give up the whip," cried
Lawrence. Ile saved the ship, antihe was at oiler a hero. So we say :-
Never give up your life when attacked
by dyspepsia until you have tried
Laxador.
What is the best remedy for thebaby? Dr. Bull's Baby Syrup, for it
contains no opiates, and is ilinOeelitbut effective. Sold by all druggists.
Prier ei cents.
Sulphur eimengs.
Sueetiiet SeRINtiS, Ky., Feb. 19.-
Mr. Low Johnson, pf your city, rpent
Sundey with 'Esq. C. T. Yanceyet
faintly.
Mrs. Harriett Ralston, is visiting
relatiVes in south liristion.
Mr. c. W. Foster and Miss Hattie
tictAiteSst9eday with their mule, lien-n 
.
Miss Laura Davis, of the concord
neighborhood, spent Thursday night
with her sister, Mrs. ieorge Cox.
H.
As a toilet article, Ayer's Hair
Vigor stanch,' unrivaled. It cleanses
the wait, and removes dandruff, cures
itching humors, restores the original
color to flukeh anti gray hair, and
promotes its growth.
-
ilidinattne. I'. 0.
JoliNsoN's P. 0., le v., Feb. 18.-
The wheat crop in this seethe' is
looking very favorable at prettied.
There has been no sales of toliaeco
here yet. Have been but little prepa-
rations for a nuccrep.
Mr. T. H. Ray hurt his buck by
scuffling during the snow.
hr. Sam Atkinson, living near
here, tiled Thunelay. He left it wife
anti many friends to mourn his loss,
but we trust our loss will bd. his gain.
SAM Sm..
No °titer spring tuedleine has won
for itself such universal emifidence as
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. It is the inost
powerful combination of vegetable
alteratives ever offered to the pulite.,
and is acknowledged by the medical
profession to be the best blood puri-
fier.
Fergiusonv
FERoUsioNvite.E, KY., Feb. 20.-H
Judge \Vest is wending a few days
In Hopkinsville this week attending
tobacco sales.
Miss Ida le irkinan, of leirkmaite-
ville, has gone to attend school at
. the South Kentucky college.
The dance at Mr. Fount Alders last
Monday night was quite it success
I and largely attended.
Mn. John W. Henderson and wife
have returned from a visit to Mr.
Babe Barnes' accompanied by Miss
Jettihniiis vicinity.e, esiiowill spend se-venalin
Mr. Frank Dul in, "maimed worthy
eitizen," has returned after visiting
several of the western states.
There will be a temperance lecture
at Fear's school house next Saturday
beginning at 1 o'clock and also at
Pleasant Hill church on Sunday at
11 o'clock. 'Miss Alice Norman will
deliver the lectures.
I Miss Pritwella Howard has beenvisiting Miss Annie elartip the past
A iseiseesd•r; TALE.
A Case of Mistaken Identity at Pem-
broke Willett is 4 hie oft he Most
Remarkable on Record.
One of the most remarkable eusee
of inietaken itlentity oil record oe-
curred near Pembroke Tuesday
evening. Our enterprising corre-
epondeitt there heurti of time finding of
the body of a dying man in the road
between • 4. leave me Fairview late
Tueittla3 ni141 after investigating the
matter Seta to in putter the following:
item mute E, Feb. 19.-Quite a sadthing happened near our little townthis evening. Mr. Sylvester Layne,
son of T 
 Leyte% living betweenhere and Fairview died this eveningfront exposure anti cold. Re hailbeen drinking yesterday and the pre-
sumption is that after starting hitone,
was overeoune by the liquor and fellin the road, u Itt•re he lay all last
night, and until late this evettilig be-fore he was found, nearly dead. Iwophysicians attended him, but could
not save him, as lie had been so
thorough13- chilled. Ile died at 7
o'clock.
NVedneetlay lie telegraph* a cor-
rection %sheet is as startling as
strange. It is as follows:
l'Estitudi( le KV., Feb. 1%).-Last
evening I sent you melee of thedeath of Mr. Sylvester Layne, anti
and this morning I correct the
most inarvt•lous mietake that
ever occurred. The man who died
was not Sylvester Layne at all, but a
man by the name of Harris, front
sounewh'''' mid thefleets ease ere these :
lie was found in the woods aboutteelech ersdvitday evenieg, mealydead, and tite party who found hint
thought it a as Layne and curriedhint and delivered hint up to his moth-
er an her oon. Mrs. Layne, who was
also deeeived by the strange and re-
markable resemblance, anti almost
overcome with grief. Att hour laterthe real Sylveeter turned up, alive
Rild itch I,unll (limits' great astonish-
ment ay aril am mute& joy in thathoueehold. The pleyeician who was
(itualehm-d. inl 1 et."Itlese kt ihue:el!ultlinar3ellialetef:tir tmhZetetime one attiod by and saw the man
111"eht body lif time' I de. iitileikelil•g t%I islt:I mum,Slle.
 is still at
titled where or when lie will be
ter,furit.ietlayi..ne'id, but it has not been tie-
"Try Ayer's Pills"
ee. meat eon, Neuralgia, and Gout.
seeeeet Lansing. of Yonkers, N. Ye
r,:tys : Leconituelltitoi as a cure for
t eesee teeth-einem, Ayer's Pills haveisliet el nie from that trouble anti also
f:uut Gout. If every victim of this dis-
ease would heed only three words of
mine, I could banish Gout from the land.
The,.. words would be -'Try Ayer's
"By the use of Ayer's Pills alone, I
mired myself permanently of iheunia.
Item which lunl troubled me severalpottitlis. These ride are at once harmless
and effectual, and, I believe, would
prove a specitie in all cases of incipient
Rheumatism.
No medicine could have served me in
better stead." - C. C. Rock, Corner,Avoyelles Parish, La.
C. F. Hopkins, Nevada City, writes:
"I have heed Ayer's Pills for sixteen
Tears, and I think they are the best Pills
in the world. We keep a box of them
in the house all the time. They have
cured nie of sick headache and neuralgia.liinee taking Ayer's Pills, ; have been
;rev from them complaints,"
e I have derived great benefit from
Aver's l'ills. Five years ago I WAN
taken so ill with ritemnatism that re-as
unable to do ant' work. I took three
boxes 01-Ayer's Pills and was entirely
cured. Sinee that time I am never
without a box of these pills."-Peter
Christensen, Sherwood, Wis.
Ayer's Cathartic Pills,
I It El'ARLD LY
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicine.
HIIDERCORNS.
1•11. "lily MUM* Cure for corns, stops all141111. EllstIrtSI emitf"rt to the feet. atDurggists (PRIM a tee, N. Y.
.% HE CONSUMPTIVE.you
Hate you Cough. Itninchitis. Asthma, Indi-
"...Hon! ree PARK ER'S (iINGER TONIC.
It hue ottnet the a ..ret mimes and le the beat
rciocily Await ills itrieliiir from e nu-
t ru Ittit Take iii time :Mie. and *Lim.
ou
mai lilt'. t ert trite f.
se.le.yourcho,ce.all fr
"Lamle, (lclover cichirhisi. T.41 all >our6•.176*. PAR K.11- annettalmmtrat.Ps.Sand at on this notiom al vearm but a few times
PARKER'
HAIR BALSAM
Clean ad beaum,e, the ban.
Prnmate% a hauriAnt gr
No.-r F2 to R -dors Grey
kleleti 
-tift'if .1 Crary..pr.. ••••• f P • .P.soff
• • : • ••••••I • I • Pat I.*,immerge.as ..PREK emeMs-
"OSGOOD"
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THE GLORY OF MAN
STRENGTH.YITALITY!
KNOW THYSELF,
as 4C Meløi d_, EsEM'Ml
A Scientific snit Standard Popular Medical incise op
the Errors of 1it,, Hoe. N erste..
and Physical I iebility, Impurities ut the Blood
EXHAUSTED VITALITY
UNT OLD MISEnIES
tnnt tn.!) Folly, Vire, Ignorancc.1.‘, r1.1•11 or
hettaxstion. Enervating cii unfitting the A
fer Work, Marto. . the Mimed or Social Relatka
Avoid unskilful pectenilcia Poises' thlm "rest
work. It contain...IN,
 
pace, ro) m I Mo. Brannan'
biminnt, emboaaed, f,tl I wilt. Price, only $1..01.)
post .laid eunecalei hi plain wrapper. Ilium
(retire Pro...poems Sr.*. if six,a apply now. Th,
dlatingulahed author, Wi1 it Eltker, 11 D., re
celred the COLD AND JEWELLED MEDAL
from the National Medical Ass",eiation,
for the PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS anu
PHYSICAL DEBILITY. Dr. Parkerands eon*
Of 0101••,r), lb al, lamp may INA consulted ein,ti
dmalsily , by m.,11 or in perton, at the edit, ol
THE PE 45ODY MEirleAl. INSTITUTE,
No.4 Itillftneh St., Boston. Ma..., io horn all
arders for boots or letters for advice should bedirected as above.
An Imposter.
The Sunny South of Atlanta (4a, e
s.-s: Information comes to this office
I from Hopkineville, Ky., and from
Erin and Greenbrier, fetal., that a
' man calling himwelf E. R. Seals, has
been taking subscriptions In those
places, for the Sunny South, repre-
i as an authorized
agent, and promising watches, tickets,
etc. We have up agent by that name
nor do we know any such Juan He
is a regular fraud, and we beg that he
be arrested and imprisoxed in the
next town he visite.
We enaploy only ladies as traveling
agents and have only two in the field
-Mrs. Nettie Smith and Mies Flor-
enee Itligh.
Ivy 
MOM WW1
444e
The Importance of purifying the blood can-
not be overestimated, for without pure
blood you cannot en;oy good health.
At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purity, vitalize, and enrich
the blood, and Hood's Sarsaparilla Is worthy
your confidence. It is peculiar in that it
strengthens and builds up the system, creates
an appetite, and tones the digestion, while
it eradicates disease. Give its trial.
Hood's Sarsaparilla Is sold by all druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Loweu, Mass.
100 Doses One Dollar
NTENNT
Siutipt(i Room.
We have fitted up room No 105
Main street, under our large storage
rooms, and now linve one of the finest
%welts of new style furniture ever
handled in this My. We handle all
grades from tile best to the cheapest.
We are making it specialty of Fine
Bed-room and Parlor sets, Sofas,
Lour.ges, Upholstered chairs, Book-
cases, Hat Racks, Sideboards, Fancy
Plush and Willow Rockers. We also
have a full litte of New Wardrobes,
Dining Chairs, Bedsteade, Cradles,
Centre tables, Mattresses, Safes and
everything carried in a large whole-
sale and retail house. We cannot ex-
pect to a-alk right into business un-
less we offer sonie extra inducement.
So we will say to one mitt all, come
arid exatiline our
long Stock
We will sell you the best quality of
goods for less ntoney than 3 ou can
get them in any retail store in LOU1S-
Vil le or any other largo city. We a•i I I
not allow
Prices
to interfere if we can please you in
our goodie Allow us to offer many
thanks for your past patronage,which
we have enjoyed. W'e will do our
best to merit a continuance of the
sante.
We also handle all kinds of
WOOD
anti NI ETA LIC
COFFINS
and CASKETS,
And can furnish them day or night
on the shortest notice. Mr A. VV.
Pyle, an experienced undertaker, will
attend tel all funerals entrusteel to us.
Thanking you again we are yours
most obediently,
R. Clark& Co.
S. It JAMES D. HAYS
BUCKNER & HAYS'
Real Estate
Insurance and
Collecting Agency,
Next Door to Front Entrance of
Court House,
Flopkinsville - - Ky-
",',e' itee e the follow ing real estate
for sale:
Foe Sel,E-A splendid South
Christian farm of 360 acres, well im-
proved and well watered. Will
divide into two farms of 160 and 200
acres (with buildings on each if de-
sired. Priee low and terms easy.
A farm of 140 acres, lo mikes east of
llopkinsville and 3 miles from Fer-
guson's Store, with two-room house,
barn, stable, water anti orchard, vEitv
Low and on good terms.
A lot or, North Main street, Hop-
kinsville, a ithi t.ight-room house, all
conveniences in outbuildings and
t•isterns, with hack entranee to stable,
worth eeemmi, cum be 11:111 for $2,310. -
The film business lot on Ninth
street,near the depot, known as (lie
M. Lewis lot, at a bargain. W'e will
entertain propositions on the sub-
division of this property.
The best business square one acre
on Main street, 11opkinsville, not
IlOW Ilse.) ft a• et onitilereinl purpottem,is in our hands at a low figure.
A honer and lot on South Virginia
street. We offer a big bargain in this
property.
'flit' beet 1,114411)es,, lot on Seventh
street, far below its real value.
We retirement a itimilier of first-elass
Fire Instiranee Companiem and take
risks iii city and country-with didd-
ling clause attaelictl, without extra
.harge.
NVe solicit anti hope to receive the
+Mu-image id our friends.
FOlt SA LE-The 160 acre farm, two
idles from Pembroke, known as the
teulien Bollinger plaee, nerd's tin-
ier geed fence anti in cultivation, 10
nerve ill timber. Dwelling, cabins,
stables, barns, ire-house, cistern,
ponds, and voting otehard. A good
bargain antf easy terms.
Buck relays
Children Cry
asteria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Palis-C11j11.the world has ever known.
Prices No Object!
Another Great Cut
In Prices!
For 5 Days Only!
POSITIVELY ME LAST CUT!
riresinsc Grococl.
Only 10 p'eces of Dress Goods left. consistingof Pink, Lavendar and Tan Albatross; Tan andBlue Serge, Tan Diagonals, Embossed andPlain Velveteens,
Your Choice for 25c per Yard.
2 Embroidered Chambray Robes at
Silk Dress Braids, all colors
Worsted
•
64 it• • 44
1 piece Blue check, all wool Flannel at
1 " Red " or ii U 66
50 pieces All Silk Ribbons assorted colors
numbers 7 to 12, choice 
- 
- 124
10 pieces Silk Tissue and Berege Veiling 10c
12 doz. Barbour's Linen Thread, Nos. 25,
30, 35, 40, 70 and 100 
- - Sc per spool25 All Wool Jerseys choice
- $2.48 each
50c per yard
- 25c " • "
23c "
23c "
44
66
d•
46
it
- 15c per yard
Novelty Braids all numbers - 
- Sc " bunch
Feather Edge and Rick Rack Braids Sc
Ladies' Linen Collars, all sizes Sc each
Ladies' Cashmere Jersey Gloves - 15c per pair
Ladies' Merino Vests 
- 23e each
Children's Merino Vests and Pants 
- 25c
Children's Union Suits 28c per suit
Special Bargains in Ladies' and Children's
Woolen and Cotton Hose.
50c each
1 Piece each Red, White and Cream Spool
Silk Veiling
We still have an elgeant line of Laces, SwissEmbroideries in which we have made
another reduction.
Last But Not Least,
Clothing and Cents' Furnishings.
$8.50 $8.50
$8.50
Choice of any man's Winter Suit or Overcoatin the Store
38,50.
Choice of any Boys' Suit or Overcoat Sizes 10
to 16 for
S5,00.
Special Bargains in Children's Suits also In
order also to reduce our stock of Men's Under-
wear we make the following prices.
25c Cotton Undershirts reduced to 16ic
40c Ci •. 46 25c
50c " Extra Heavy Undershirts reduced to 35c
$1.25 English Cashmere Undershirts and Drawers
reduced to 75c
$1.50 English Cashmere Undershirts and Drawers
reduced to $1.00$2.00 (Shirts Conde French) reduced to
$2.50 Imported Woolen Undershirts reduced to $1.6.5
Only a few sizes of Celluloid Collars " 10c
Big reduction in Mens' Heavy Gloves
Gentlemen's Embroidered Night Shirts • The
In order to close out our Heavy Boots, we willgive you choice of any in the house
For $2.00.
Remember this is your last chance to secureBargains in the above lines
"The Reliable"
M. Frankel & Sons.
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T LIE NEW ERA.
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It starssi at th• Pastaitlics in Hopi Insvilla aa
sec t tear stouter.
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 22 Va.
41)1 rtt tut) octetti,,,
Mr. Ben Minor, of Pembroke, was
In town Monday.
Wilbur Wilson went to Gracey on
business Thursday.
Mr. Tom Baker, of Newstead, was
n the city this Monday.
Thomas Smithson, of Church Hill,
was in town Tuesday.
M:es Inez Ellis, of Belleview visited
relatives in the city last week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Levy, of Gallatin,
Tenn., are visiting Mrs. M. Frankel.
Miss Hattie Bobbett, of Nashville,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. John
Boyd.
Mrs. Mary Yoett, of Greenville, pail
a flying visit to Hopkinsville last
week.
Mr. Richard Herndon, of Pittsburg,
Pa., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Bai-
ley Waller.
Rev. Geo. Campbell, of Greenville,
spent several days with relatives in
the city this week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Bassett left
Monday for a vitit to friends and rdl
&Lives in Louisville.
Mies Iney Cowlishaw, of Nashville
is the pleasant guest of the Misses
Edmundson this week.
Prof. M. L. Lipscomb, of Columbia
Mo., will visit his family during the
latter part of the week.
J. M. Frankel left Monday evening
for the eastern cities where he wil
purchase goods for hisgrand opening
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Cunninghan
aniiMise Carrie Winfree arrived it
the city Sunday evening and are vis-
iting Judge 5L'infree.
Miss Annie (*abler, who has been
here on a two-weeks' visit to her sis-
ter, Mrs. M. L. McClure, left Mon-
day for her home In Columbia,
Teun.
Miss Edna NleCamy, who has been
visiting in the city left Saturday for
her home in Princeton accompanied
by Miss Florence Bamberger, who
will spend a few days there.
A Fair Trial
is all that is asked for Dr. Pierce'e
Golden Medical Discovery in all blood
taints, or skin diseases, eruptions,
blotches, pimples, and scrofulous
sow and swellings. If It don't cure,
jou get your money back.
Grasna--ocamphelL
The wedding of Mr. Palmer Graves,
cashier of the First National Rank of
this eit3;, to Miss Lida D. Campbell,
daughter of Rev. I). S. Campbell, of
Russellville, is announced to take
place at the Methodist church in that
city on this afternoon.
Farmers Home Journal: A good
many Kentucky towns are talking of
establishing canning factories as a
means of getting out of the rut. We
suppooe it is their object to can fruits
and vegetables, but if they could only
succeed in canning a lot of old fogies
who infest every town of importance,
they will make a long stride toward
progress.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is peculiar to
Itself and superior to all other prepa-
rations in strength, economy, and
medicinal merit.
Sunday morning as Dr. Hill passed
down Main street he noticed a group
of small boys standing on the corner
with sad, serious faces engaged in a
grave and earnest deecuseion of the
merits and demerits of the Sunday
••• law. They had only one cigarette
and all efforts to procure more had
been futile. As Dr. Hill passed one
of the little fellows remarked to his
companions, "There goes the tnan
who caused all of this trouble."
There has been a great deal of com-
plaint made at this office within the
past two weeks by the subscribers to
our weekly because of a failure to get
their papers. We wish to assure all
that the papers are sent to the post.
office regularly, and the fault is not
with us. If some one else does not
take your papers out, we can't ac-
count for your failure to get them.
If there is any more trouble, we will
Mart an investigation, and find out
where the fault lies.
Three of the J. P's, of Metropolis,
a little village across the river from
Padueah,are in high dudgeon because
another of their number is scooping
in all of the marriage fees, by meet-
ing, or having some friend do so, the
runaway couplet at the boat and
proffering his services. They refer to
him as an "unscrupulous, self-con-
ceited" fellow, and his friends
"whisky bloats," and "boarding
• house runners." That magistrate
would make his fortune in Clarksville
or Jeffersonville.
riadwnitted to a Vol..
The Chautauqua circles are in a
quandary. They don't know whether
to have Wendling deliver his old lec-
ture on "Stonewall Jackson," or a
new one on "Popular Delusions."
They want the lecture that will draw
the biggest crowd, and propose to
leave it to a vote of those expecting
to attend as to which lecture will be
given. The voting place is at Hop-
per Bros.' store and the polls will be
open until next Saturday night. If
you favor the lecture on "Stonewall
Jackson" go there and leave your
names and that subject with them; if
you favor the one on "Popular Delu-
sions" do likewise. Only those who
expect to attend the lecture will be
allowed to vote. The NEW ERA force
will start the ball by casting its
strength for "ntonewall Jackson."
Bseklea's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns anti all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cpres Piles,or no
pay required. It I. guarranteed to
give perfect satisfaction, or money
refunded. Price 25 centa per box.
F )r sale by Harry B. Garner.
- -
McCieliand Springs.
MCCLELLAN SPRINGS, KY., Feb.).
-Miss Mary Dunnahao died at her
home near here taut Friday aged tie
years.
Mr. Ed Dulln Is very sick at Mr.
Alex Henderson's.
Mr. W. M. Hardin, who has been
confined to his room for to long is
slowly recovering.
tiPZe oyster supper Thursday nightr. Jno. Carrol's was a right en-
joyable affair for the young folks in
this neighborhood.
Mr. Frank Vass gave a nice party
Friday night which we enjoyed very
much.
Mr. J. M. Harned will erect a saw
and grist mill Rear here. He has
now on hand several hundred saw
logs.
We had a tight in this neighborhood
not long since in which eggs were
used as weapons. Boa.
_ _ 
_
Dr. Pierce's Pellets, or Anti-bilious
Granules, have no equal. 25 cents a
vial ; one a dose. Cures headache,
coastipatIon, biliousness, aad mdl-
Vencil gornotngis.
Clarksville will organize a Commer-
cial club.
A $15,000 hotel is being erected ; at
Morganfield.
A commercial club is being organi-
zed at Russellville.
W. S. Bigham was fined $9.50 in
the city court Friday for disorderly
conduct.
Marriage !teepee were issued
Saturday to Mr. Sam Grace and Mies
Cordell& Crick.
Rev. Frank Perry has purchased a
fine colt and is having it handled by
Mr. P. H. MeNany.
The Caldwell County Fair Associa-
tion will hold its next meeting from
October 9th to 12th, inclusive.
Mr. I). A. Henderson Is confined to
his bed with eresipelas the result of
a slight scratch upon his head.
Mr. Jno. Winston, one of the mot t
prominent farmers of Trigg county.
died of pneumonia a few days ago.
The L. & N. It. R. Co., will find it
very difficult to handle the large
number of cars here without a switch
engine.
Hon. Wm. Wharton, who repre-
sented Trigg county in the last !twig-
tature, has announced himself as a
candidate for reelection.
The Princeton Banner says that
there will he only 50 per cent. of tin
usual acreage of tobacco planted in
Caldwell county this year.
Forbes & Bro., have signed papers
with Mr. H. F. Rives for the building
of a handsome frame residence for the
latter on his farm near Casky.
A large amount of loose tobacco is
being handled by the stemmeries
here. The strips are shipped to New
York and thence to Liverpool.
Sheriff West has his tax books
ready for business and is only wait-
ing for the board of equalization to
fix the rate for the year 1889.
The Frankele are receiving their
immense stock of boots and shoes
and wiji open up in the rooms adjoin-
ing their present stand, about March
the 1st.
At Rockpart, Ind., the coroner was
called in to officiate on a case, and
while at his duty Watt feebly request-
ed by "the case" to please wait until
he was dead.
The smooth floor of the old rink
which has so often felt the tread of
merry dancers and jolly skaters, is
now weighted down with wagons and
plows and agricultural implements of
every description.
The absence of the switch engine
which was recently ordered to Nash-
ville, occasions no little inconvenience
and delay in the delivery of freight.
The company will doubtless find it
necessary to replace it before long.
Mrs. Jno. R. Green and Miss Sallie
Campbell left Saturday for Mar-
tinsburg, W. Va., in response to a
telegram stating the extreme illness
of their sister, Mrs. Mary A. Snod-
grass.
The Mayfield Democrat tells of a
negro at Lynnville who was tined
$99.95, and given 29 days in jail for
carrying a pistol. A few fines of that
sort imposed in this county would
put an end to that practice.
Negotiations with contractors for
the erection of the new exchange will
begin in a few days. The board of
trade should let the contract to Hop-
kinsville workmen as it will be an
Hopkinsville institution.
The committee appointed by the
city council at the last meeting to in-
vestigate the probable cost of a per-
fect system of water-works is in cor-
respondence with a competent engi-
neer who will be engaged to make
survey and estimates.
The Princeton Banner Bays that a
tobacco barn belonging to Mr. David
Nelson, living near there, containing
3,000 pounds of tobacco, a lot of
farming implements and all his corn,
wheat and oats was burned by an
Incendiary Wednesday night.
Work on the Lathain warehouse
will begin as soon as the debris of the
old building and the dirt from the
foundation is cleared away. The
structure will be one of the finest of
its kind in the South, and will be oc-
cupied by one of the leading tobacco
firms of the city.
Communications will not be pub-
lished unless the name of the writer
accompanies tem. The NEW ERA
is well pleased with its corps of cor-
respondents, and their items form an
interesting feature of the paper. It is
always glad to add a new one from
any section, but the name must iii'-
company each, as an evidence of good
faith and not for publication.
Marshal Pepper, colored, was arres-
ted near the depot Saturday. He
is wanted at Springfield, Tenn., for
shooting with intent to kill, the crime
having been committed four years
ago. He has been a refugee from jus-
tice during this time and has spent
a great portion of it in Hopkinsville.
He was placed in the county jail
were he will remain until the Ten-
nessee authorities demand him.
A Dixon correspondent of the Hen-
derson Gleaner says: "The disease,
cerebro spinal meningitis, of which
so much has been written of late, has
broken out again with perhaps re-
newed vigor In the Free Union coun-
try, and is raging to a distressing
degree, there being three deaths in
the last tweuty-four hours and PO.V-
eral cases yet very low. It has is-
casioned much sadness and bereave-
ment, and is by far the most distress-
ing calamity that has ever visited that
community."
An interesting fight is in progress
in Louisville between the Masonic
Temble and Macauley's theatres over
Mary Anderson's engagement in that
city on the 25th, 26th and 27th. An-
derson's advance agent booked her
company nearly a year ago at the
Masonic Temple, but a few days ago
Macauley induced her manager to
break the contract and play with him.
The Masonic people threaten an in-
junction, but Maeauley goes on ad-
ertiding the perfo mance.
Noah Bryant, who shot and killed
his brother two years ago, near Owens-
boro, was tried and found not guilty
Friday. His brother was attempting
to kidnap his child, and while trying
to frighten him with a pistol it acci-
dentally went off. When the verdict
was pronounced the poor fellow did
not 'rem to comprehend that he was
a free man, but sat still, perfectly
dumb, and had to be told by the judge
that he could go before he ever
moved, lie has lain in jail for two
lears7
There arrived at the asylum, a few
days ago, a man who is quite well-
known to the traveling public in this
end of the state. It was Mr. Ed-
ward Mann, formerly one of the pro-
prietors of the Greenville Hotel,
which, during his reign, was a very
popular resort. His mind gave way
several months ago, and lie was sent
to Hot Springs, where he improved
to such an extent that he was thought
to be almost well. But his improve-
ment was only temporary, and he
grew so much worse that it became
necessary to send hint here, where it
Is hoped that be will finally recover.
Owensboro will establish a clearing
house.
Go to A. Rush for boots and
shoes and save money. tf
There are a number of cases of scar-
let fever in Clarksville
Mr. John Hester is quite sick and is
threatened with erysipelas.
Mr. T. H. Smithson has accepted a
position with Forbes & Bro.
Luther Benson lectured to men only
at the court-house Tuesday night.
Prohibition is the one subject of
conversation upon the streets just
now.
The Clarksville Knights were well
pleased with their visit to Hopkins-
ville.
Workintli are entrag,ed in repairing
the Clarksville pike all along the
line.
Little Maggie 'funks, daughter of
J. W. 'funks, after a weeks Illness is
con‘-alescent.
The criminal court just adjourned
at Owensboro sent nine prisoners to
the penitentiary.
A postoffice has been established at
Boddie, this county, with John T. Bod-'
die as postmaster.
May 23d, 24th and 25th, are the days
set by the Union County Fair Com-
pany for their spring racing.
Willis Wood was fined $100 before
Judge Winfree Monday morning for
violating the prohibition law.
Mr. Albert S. Dearing and Miss
1,izzie Cherry were married in Clarks-
ville Monday by Rev. T. C. Tate.
Charley Jones left Monday for Bir-
mingham, Ala., where he will take a
lucrative position in a carriage fac-
tory.
Mr. James W. Yancey is spending,
the week at Dawson hoping that the
water will prove beneficial to his
health.
Thompson Wheelbarrow Seeder
sews clover, Timothy, Red Top, Or-
chard Grass, Blue Grass, warranted.
JNO. R. GREEN & Co.
Rev. A. W. Meacham, will preach
a sermon introductory to the Cirele
meeting at Crofton, Friday evening,
March 29th.
The young people of the Howell
heighborhod enjoyed a dance on the,
night of the 14th. at the residence of
Mr. John Giles.
Mrs. Alice Norman addressed the
women of the temperance unions at
the First Presbyterian church Tues-
day evening.
Mr. M. M. Cooper and Miss Lelia
Miller will be married on Wednesday-
:Nth. inst., at the home of the bride
near Lafayette.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Meador enter4
tamed a number of their young
friends at their home on Virginia
street Tuesday night.
Withers et Son have received front
parties in Sumner, Ill., a number of
tine Poland China hop. They were
shipped on the 10th inst.
Hon. Wm. Wharton, who repro.
sented Trigg county in the last gent.
eral assembly, has announced himt
self as a candidate for re-election.
It is very gratifying to know that
the Hopkinsville Steam Laundry re.
eeives 10 times as much work every
week from a distance, than is sent
away from the city.
A young man named Johnson was
thrown from a buggy near the asy-
lum Tuesday, and sustained severe
injuries from contact with the pike.
There is considerable kicking on
the part of several business men over
the discrimination which the strict
enforcement of the Sunday law works.
A private lecture on chemistry, by
Prof. H. R. Taylor, of Russellville,
will be given by the south side C. L.
S. C. to the R. B. W. C. at Bethel Fe-
male college Saturday evening, Felt.
2.3d, at 7:30 o'clock.
Being manufacturers' agents for the
Iron Duke Harrow, we offer you two
and three section Harrows greatly
Improved over last year. See our new
Iron Duke before buying.
JNO. R. GREEN & CO.
J. Clay Johnson, of Clarksville,
was arrested yesterday charged with
forgery. The forged note was passed
on one it. F. Truslov; at Huntingdon,
Tenn. Johnson claims that he will
be able to clear is skirts.
Tile district teachers' association
will convene at Princeton on the 22nd
Inst. and will be in session several
days. Prof. C. H. Dietrich and Miss
Nora Stark of this city will be prefs-
ent and participate in the exercise.
Those who favor the "Stonewilll
Jackson" lecture would do well to go
at once to Hopper Bros.' store and
have their votes recorded accord-
ingly. The lecture is Mr. Wendling's
finest effort and the people may ex-
pect a treat in it.
Mr. R. R. Donaldson has taken a
position as traveling salesman for
Rice et Co., tobaccos and will sell
these goods through this and adjoin-
ing states. Mr. Donaldson is an old
tobacconist and understands the busi-
ness.
Farmers, have you examined the
"New Deere Corn Planter and Check
Rower," "The new Deere Disc Har-
row," "The New Deere Walking and
Riding Cultivator" with parallel mo-
tion? If not do so at once and yon will
buy no other.
Jso. It. GREEN & Co.
Much space in this Inoue Is devoted
to news from over the county. Tnis
feature of the NEW ERA Is becoming
deservedly popular, as nothing of im-
port happens that some one of our
energetic correspondents doesn't find
out all about it. The N'Ew ERA gives
all the news.
James and Harry Ware, both former
residents of this city, willengage in a
general merchandise business at
Dixon, Webster county, at an early
date. They are both industrious and
energetic young men and will give
that attention to business which Will
Insure business.
Died, at her home in Martinsburg,
W. Va., Mrs. Mamie Snodgrass,
formerly Mies Campbell of this city,
Sunday at 12 o'clock. She was
buried there Tuesday at Ill. Her
death is a particularly sad one, in-
asmuch as a little child just a week
old is left motherless.
W. H. Bartholomew, manager of
the Kentucky division of the Nation-
al Educational Aseo('lation, has ap-
pointed Prof. C. H. Dietrich, of" this
city, as his assistant. The association
will convene at Nashville, Tenn.,
July 26th and will be in session three
days. Over ten thousand teachers
will be in attendance.
The Russellville Herald says: Fri-
day, at half past five o'olock.p. in., in
the M. E. enure'', Miss Lida D.,
daughter of Rev. I). S. Campbell, of
this city, and Mr. Palmer Graves
cashier of a bank at Hopkins-
ville, were united in marriage.
Miss Lida is one of Russellville's
loveliest daughters, and her fortunate
captor has indeed taken a prize. The
sweet christian influence widen has
made her so lovely will bless her own
home. We hope no ehadowis will
thicken or sorrows deepen along their
flowery way, but sunshine, song and
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARV.
Evergreen Lodge, Assisted by Their
Clarksville lirethren, Will
ttelebrate It.
On the evening of Feb. 19th, 1864,
the first lodge of Knights of Pythias
was organized at Temperance Hall,
Washington City, the founder of the
order being Justus H. Rathbone.
Since the foundation of the order it
Its.' grown so rapidly and made such
progrese that there is not a city of
importance in the United States that
has not one or more lodges, and the
membership to-day exceeds 500,000.
This evening, the twenty•tifth anni-
versary of the order, the various
lodges throughout the country will
celebrate it in appropriate ways.
The Evergreen Lodge of this city
has been making extensive prepara-
tions for the celebration for the past
several weeks and extended invites
tions to the lodges front neighboring
cities and partake of its hospitalities
on this occasion.
, The uniform rank of the Cumber-
land Lodge of Clarksville accepted
the invitation and arrived on the 10
o'clock train Tuesday morning. At the
depot they were met by the gentle-
men composing time reception com-
mittee and headed by the gallant
drum corps of the Clarksville City
Guards marched down Ninth street
.and up Main to the K. P. lodge-rooms
where after relieving themselves of
the dust and fatigue incident to the
trip they disbanded and spent several
hours in looking over the city and
feasting their eyes open its marvels.
At three o'elock the uniform rank
formed and gave an exhibition drill.
At night the visiting brethren were
tendered a banquet in the large
vacant store-room onMain street ad-
joining the opera-house. The Y.W.C.
T. U. furnished the edibles and the
amount received from the Evergreen
Lodge will be devoted to the emote of
temperance.
The visiting Knights composing
the uniform rank are Messrs. J. O.
Joseph, W. L. Fowlkes, it. B. Wil-
son, T. E. McReynolds, \V. H. Daly,
J. S. Elder, W. W. Barksdale, It. I.)
Caldwell, O. W. Hendrick, M. L. Ru-
,dolph, W. B. Young, F. Fiederling,
J. 0. Pickering, D. I). Lynes, Wm.
Kleeman, W. H. Purcell, Thos.
Bourne, B. M. Barksdale, J. M. Jar-
roll, J. C. McReynolds, 1. 1'. Gerhart,
Jas. Morton, A. A. Johnson and T. L.
Porter. •
Among the gentlemen who are
with the Knights are Messrs. J. W.
Keeeee, J. S. Neblett, W. T. Averitt,
S. Oppenheimer, 0. L. Pitt, Philip
Lieber, J. J. Hamlett, It. L.Cunning-
ham, Jas. Northington and G. R.
Harris. Also, the C. C. G. Drum
Corps, consisting of Lee Hodgson,
Claude Graham, Louis Rosenfield,
Chas. Kincannon, Archie Hollow,
Chap Cunningham,
Brack Hattler and
major.
Arthur Dorris,
Lee Itootentield,
Wednesday's Pally.
The Knight of Pythias anniversary
cif yesterday, which was celebrated
with so much pomp and circumstance,
wound up with the initiation of three
candidates into mysteries of knight-
hood, Messrs. Walter Kelly, I), L.
Johnson and Sheriff Moses West.
After the -mystic rites had been
conferred, the knighte present were
Invited to a most sumptuous banquet,
which bad been spread in the vacant
store-room adjoining the opera house,
where the wants of the inner man
were amply supplied. The tables
were loaded with delicacies and sub-
stantiate and presided over by such a
bevy of hour's as are only indlginous
to the soil of Kentucky.
After the banquet, Mr. Gilmer M.
Bell, at the request of the uniform
rank of Clarksville and the visiting
knights, returned thanks for the
bounteous hospitality in a few well-
chosen words. The knights then re-
turned to the lodge room, where the
ancient and honorable degree of
"Wise Men" was conferred upon a
large claw of Neophites in Father
Joseph's inimitable style.
5*.
The Clarksville boys are loud in
their praise of the welcome they re-
ceived at the hands of the members
of the order here, and of the citizens
generally, and say they intend to re-
ciprocate in the near future.
Hon. Joel Fort, Hanson Dunn and
Mr. Echols, .of Springfield, and Dr.
M. L. Itudoiph and It. L. Crabtree, of
Clarksville, came in on the late train,
but in time for the banquet amid "Vise  
Men's degree.
The drill put up• by the uniform
rank of Clarksville was highly credit-
able. They are WO tine and utheletic
looking set of men us are ever run
together.
And right here w• e want to Say that
tlie drum corps of the Clarkseille City
Guards is a daisy and received much
attention. The young gentlemen
composing it are a tine looking set of
boys and throw themselves into their
work with vim and enthusiasm. The
guards are justly proud of their splen-
did corpeof drunuuers. •
ng merit can
Nothi---at-but 
superlative
account for the phenomenal reputa-
tion achieved by Salvation Oil. It
kills pain. Price 25 cents.
The Darwinian theory perplexes
the multitude. They object to des-
cendants from monkeys. But not
even a baby objects to Dr. Bull's
C .ugh 53 rup.
ronlIP11-'
Clarksville Progress: Our reporter
who attended the Knights of Pythias.
celebration at Hopkinsville grows a
little enthueiastie in places where it
becoineif necessary to mention the
courtesies of the "reception com-
mittee." This kind of hospitality is,
as we know, nothing new to our Ken-
tucky sister; in fact as natural as
coons take to craps, but it strikes our
correspondent with a degree of awe
inspiring admiration from the fact
that he recently attended the gov-
ernor's inauguration at Nashville
where the trail was pretty cold on
"reception committee." There all
there lain it.
Persons troublod with rheumatism
should try Chamberlain 's Plain Balm.
One application will ease the pain,,
and its eontinued use has cured many
caste, of chronie and inflammatory
rheumatism, that had resisted other
remedies and even the treatment of
the best phyeiciaus. Price, 50 cents
per bottle. For sale by B. Garner.
_
AKIO°
POWDER
PREFERRED LOCALS.
ANTI--PROHIBITION Jno.R.GreedCo
APPOINTMENT,3• 'Is. :171.1 .-10`, Main Street,
Wednesday's American. While
there is some foundation for it, inas-
much as a great many deaths have
occurred in NVebtiter county, We think
this report exaggerates matters.
HENDEnsox, Ky., Feb. I9.-A con-
tagious and very fatal disease, which
baffled the skill of the local physi-
cians, appeared in Webster county
early in January, causing a good deal
of excitement in the locality in-which
it was eonfined. A dozen or more
deaths occurred, after which the dis-
ease abated and wait thought to have
run itscoura,-. News, however, just
received from Dixon, the county seat
of Webster, states that the terrible
scourge has broken out afresh, and
seems to be spreading. Eight or ten
new cases have developed in one
neighborhood, out of which four
deaths occurred in one day, and it is
believed that all will die. In another
locality a family eonsisting of eight
proems were all stricken excepting
the father. At Slaughtersville, the
nearest railroad point to Dixon, the
L. & N. agent is kept busy handling
coffins that are being shipped to the
latter place.
Up to the present about fifty-five
deaths have occurred, and but two
persons who have been stricken are
known to have recovered. One of
these is left totally blind and the
other deaf. The doctors seem to know
little about the disease, and are afraid
of it.
They call it a malignant type of
cerebro-spinal-meningitis. The pa-
tient is attacked with pains in the
spine and head, followed by cramping
and convulsions death occurring in
from five to fifteen hours. The cornee
discolors very rapidly, turning alntost
black.
There is no danger in giving chain-
berlain's Cough Remedy to ehildren
as it contains no injurious submtance;
besides it is unequaled for colds and
croup. Children !ike it. For Pale by
H. B. Garner,
TOBACCO SALES.
Sales by Hanberry & Shryer of 23
hogsheads as follows:
11 Idols, lugs front $1.50 to $4.00,
12 " ' leaf " $4.50 to $8.10.
Sales by Gant & Gaither Co., of- 24
hogsheads as follows:
121111dt'. lugs from $1.75 to $2.105.
12 Idyls. leaf from $4.00 to $7.30.
Males by Ragsdale, Cooper & eo., of
27 hogsheads as follows:
27 hhcle. leaf at $4.25, 5.10, 5.30, 6.60,
d.00, 3.80, 5.40, 4.50, 6.50, 5.35, 5.20,
7.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.50,5.00.
10 hints. lugs 2 to
. 
3 cents.
Sales by Wheeler, Mills &Co., of 24
hogsheads as follows:
8 hinia. loge from $3.50 to $1.55.
Hi hluis. leaf from $4.00 to $7.25.
Sales by Nelson & Dabney of 37
hogsheads as follows:
25 hints. tugs front $2.00 to $4.00.
12 " leaf " $4.00 to $7.25.
Sales by Abernathy & Long of In
hogsheads ite follov•-s:
11 hlids, common leaf front $4.00 to
12 Ithds. low leaf and lugs front
$2.00 to $4.00.
Sales by Ilancock, Helium's & ('o.,
Ciarkville, of 44 hogsheads for the
week ending Feb. 20th, 1889.
21 hints. medium and good leaf at
$11.50, 11.50, 10.00, 10.00, 9.00, 9.00,8.50,
8.50, 8.50, 8.00, 8.00, 8.00, 8.00, 7.50, 7.54),
7.00, 7.00, 7.00, 6.96, 6.00,6.50.
11 hhcle. low and common leaf from
$3.50 to $5.10.
12 hhds, low and common lugs from
$1.25 to $3.10.
Sales by Wm. H. Turuley &
Clarksville, for the week ending Feb.
1889, of 26 hogsheads as follows:
3 Idyls. medium new leaf at $8.50,
8.25, 6.50.
6 hhds. common and low new leaf
at $4.50, 3.75, 3.75, 3.60, 3.75, 2.90,
12 hltds. common and low trashy
lugs at $2.40, 2.00, 1.70, 1.60, 1.50, 1.30,
1.25, 1.50, 1.15, 1.00, 1.60, 1.80.
7 ithds. ooninton and low leaf at
$4.60, 3.40, 3.70, 3.50, 2.30, 4.50, 4.60.
Week before last we quoted new
tobacco as from 50e to $1.00 higher
than formerly. We note no change -
in the market this week, as may be
seen by quotations above, our offer-
ings were all of very common stock,
and but little good tobacco has yet
been received. The new crop has
hardly begun to move; and nothing
good of the old crop remains.
A Great Battle
Is continually going on in the human
system. The demon:of impure blood
strives to gain victory over the con-
stitution, to ruin health, to drag vic-
tims to the grave. A good reliable
medicine like Hood's Sarsaparilla is
the weapon with which to defend
one's self, drive the desperate enemy
from the field, and restore peace and
bodily health for many years. Try
this peculiar medicine.
Mr. Arch Marshall, formerly a
prominent business man of Empire,
was married 'Tuesday at Erin, Tenn.,
to Miss Stella Cartridge, of that city.
Mr. Marshall was well-known in this
county and was quite a popular and
worthy young man.
Chamberlain's ( 'ought Remedy is fa-
mous, for its prompt Slid effectual
cures of coughs and colds. The moist
severe cold may be loosened and re-
lieved by a few doses of this valuable
remedy. For sale by H. B. Garner,
PREFE RBA D LOCALE'.
bitiiNZE URKEYS
For sale from original 1:iiek, im-
proved for 15 years.
Per Pair  $5 00
Goblers   3 00
Hens.,,.,,  2 50
Eggs, per doz    2 00
(Multi • MRS. F. JARRETT.
I lo
GIFT DISTRIBUTION
C. M. Latham's
\Vitt Take place:on the
15 OF MARCH,
Among the list of premiums is a
fine Rosewood Upright l'iano, valued
at 000.00 and fully warranted, and
several other articles ranging in val-
ue from $12.00 down. Tide is indeed
a tine opportunity for Home one to ae-
cure. in addition to the bargains of-
fered in every department in his line,
a chance in drawing a handsome, as
well as a valuable present. Every
cash purchaser of ONE DOLLAR'S
worth of goods is entitled to one tick-
et, $5.00 live tickets and so on.
It is useless to Mention the stock,
in particular, that is kept by this
houtse,as every One know', it tole' the
finest in the oily, and that the prices
are the lowest, taking into eonitidera-
lion the quality of goods-all ean be
suited, rich and poor, old and young.
Call and examine stock and prices
and take- a look at the premiunni be-
fore you make your purchase, and we
are confident you will not regret It.
Retnember you have only a few
days more in whit+ you cap avail
yourself of this golden opporAinity.
C. M. LATilAm.
Just Received.
white no04,4, Hambergs, Swiggett,
Laees and lots- of new goods for
spring.
N. B. SHYER.
Make
tosi fog
Absolutely Pure. ELECTORO
This powder never varies. A marvel Of part-
y, strength and wholesomeneas Moreeeonoal-
short weight alum or phosphate powdery. sold
peace be found till life on earth has clay ice amt. 8.0T•L FUZING POOD111 Co., 106
ended. Wall Street. N. T.
THAT DREADFUL bleOURGIAL
Webster Comity Again Visited 11)lie
Disease d hick t 'united Sillett
Havoc itecently.
The following special appeared in
your furniture loom up by
We wi,h a few
men to sell our
goods by vamp'
t.: the whole-
sale and retail trade. e are the larg
manufacturers In our line. Enclose two-
rent stamp. A Init-bullaint wangs
1111111411,31.1111. M1111 alt Kneed
poaltion. No &Madam paid to WAGES
Wager, wit erd*ing. rte.
Centenn,a1 Manufacturing Co„ PEP DAY.
Judge James M. Quarles, a native
of this eounty,will address the voters
of Christian county on the
Prohibition Question.
as follows:
Pembroke, Tuesday, Feb. 25.
Crofton, Wednesday, Feb. 27.
Howell, Thuraday, Feb. IN.
Hopkinsville, Friday, March I.
Speaking to begin each day at 2
o'clock p.
The eentral committee of the Pro-
hibition party having been asked by
the Executive Committee of the eit
zens opposed to the Prtibibition party
for a obviator' of time at the appoint-
ments made for Mr. Sam Small, and
this request being refused, compels
the independent appointments for
Judge Quarks as given above. But
Mr. Small is respectfully invited to
each and all of them and a fair di-
vision of thne will be accorded bin .
All are invited to attend. da•tv
Order coal from Wooldridge & Co.
It is now a settled fact with all
great prophets including myself that
we will have plenty of very cold
weather this season. And in order
to make things lively for the balance
of this winter, we will (dose out all
heavy goods- at less than the low
prices we have been selling them at
up to this date.
Blankets in White, Red and Gray
Comforte, Quilts and Lap Robes
Flannels in all cotton; all heavy
Hoots and Shoes prices cut in too
Overcoats at one-half price, all cloaks
absolutely sacrificed to close. ive
us an early call.
N. B. SHYER.
ANDERSON cle TATE
Have aldays a complete stock of
aCrown,
Which they will furnish and deliver
to any part of the city, at prices that
defy competition.
HAY, BRAN, CORN, CHICKEN
FEED and OATS,
in any quantity, which you can buy
cheaper than elsewhere. (live them
a call.
Fridays Until Spring.
On each Friday until our spring
trade opens, we will have a speeial
sale, it will pay you to call on these
days. We have bargains In every-
thing, also all remnants on hand will
be sold on that day.
N. B. SHYER.
WELL.
We can save you money if you are
in need of anything in our line.
PRICES CUT
On all goods. They must go this
month in order to make room for new
stock. You will be astonished at our
low prices. •
GILLILAND & KEN-Ns:Dv.
Tailor's Parlor.
F. T. GOrman has removed
to Main street over Kelly's
jewelry store, where he has
fitted up a handsome
Tailor's Parlor.
His stock is complete in
every respect. Gentlemen in
want fine clothing will
find it to their interest to call
and examine his stock before
purchasing elsewhere. "My
Motto," perfect fits, fine wool-
en goods, fine trimmings and
first-class workmanship at
reasmi able prices.
Fad T. Gorman.
Remember the ',lave, over Kelly's
Jewelry Store.
.1. W. SI.AUGHTEI:. NV.
Retail Price List
l•
SLAUGHTER & MrCULLOCH
No. V) ‘111/in street, at Railroad.
OWENSBORO, KENTUCK V.
On receipt of price we will ship to
your aiiiiresm the following:
PER (.t I.. I rkit
2-year Das less Conn- 4-year 1 taviess C.mn-
ty Whisky (1 tv Whisky 112 10
ii-year !tat-less Conn- i'gen t k y Moon-
Iv' Whisky VIM shine". VI 25
to-yes r 1st% s.ss n-year  -
ty Vi ItIsky f...410 kinky SAM
Itist,•kbcrrs :O.
Mira per VII. extra. Roulet; lc extra.
How. 25e estra.
Goods always 'dapped by return
train on day ordered. Remit by reg-
istered letter or P. 0. order, and
prompt delivery and perfect satisfac-
tion is guaranteed.
St.o-unTER & McCeLLocit,
Owensboro, Kentucky.
Corner Virginia and Eighth streets
Keeps a full Hue of homes and
vehicles, also proprietor
C1TY TRANSFER LINE,
and transfer dagon
MEET ALL TRAINS.
Passengers an .I baggage earried to
and front all trains to
ANY PART OF THE CITY.
Leave orders at stable. Telephone
76.
Edward Jesup,
Of r '0., N. V.,
And His Descendants,
mem beek oi enren, containing a
Families of Every Name
dew-ended from the emitmon itneesti.r. This
work Is Oi Inte-reat to all in tin state
who are aleseendants of
James Edward Jesup,
nte uf the pitivii,r .ettler. Ki-ttieky.
Price C.{.:111/ 11/001-1//1111. Adiirt,“1
REV. H KV G. JESUP,
(boa W Ittlf lllllll 4.011..a..,
I 111111)Ver. Ilatlipeltire
Time Talole
Leshiville, ht. Louis and Texas tt. It.
WINT-not'Nn. ga I'
7 21 A Ig IN Louisville ... .Ar I 2.5 li 14
8 'Z'i •• . . West Point 12 25 "
It b7 ‘• . Irvington III Pi A is
II It, " . . Stephenport V 111 "
11 15 ti . .. Hotta
II 40 . .... Pigment:it-I 8 57 .•
12 3.5 es . Hawesville 5
1 IS i• . Lewisport 7 1'1 "
2 trit " Ar -Owensboro _Iv a to
ALESM
.00
Dealers in
IMPLEMENTS,
SEEDS,
FERTILIZERS,
•AGUE
1311M.ES,SIG.
IMPLEMENTS
The NEV DEERE Corn Planter
and Check Rower, Corn Drills, the
NEW DEERE Disc Ilarrow,Thonip-
son Wheelbarrow Seeders, Cahoon
Seeders, IRON DUKE HARROW,
NEW STYLE, Walking and Riding
l'ultivators, Traction and Plaine En-
gines, Horne Powers and Separator*,
%Womack Binders and Mowers,
Thomam Hay Rakes.
PL WS.
We call especial attention to our
stock of Plows. Two ear loads lust
recei ved, eoneistingof Oliver Chilltdi
Blount'm "True Blue," Jno. Deere,
Avery, and other brands, steel and
chilled. The best line of I'lows ever
offered to the farmers of Christian
and adjoining counties, aril which
we guarantee "THE BF.ST MADE."
SEEDS.
We handle mailing but the best.
Clover, Orchard Grass, Timothy, Red
Top, Blue Grass, Rye, Stork Peas,
and Northern Seed Oats, &c.
Fertilizers
The HORSE SHOE BRAND," a
bone Fertilizer, made at Union Stock
Yards, Chicago, lite., for Corn, To-
haeco and wheat. We have handled
these goods for six years, and in letas
our sales reached near 400 tons. We
keep a hinn' ,,toeli on hand.
Barbed Wire.
We are matitilw•turer's agents for
the Superior Steel Wire and have a
large stock on hand. Wire stretchers
MLA staples.
HARNESS.
11'agon, Plow and Buggy Harness,
Bridles, Saddle's, Haines, Trace
chaius. Collars, &c. Keep a full
.iis•k, all at lowest prices.
WAGONS.
The STUDEBAKER and TEN-
NESsEE WAGONS, 1, 2, and 4-
horse, east skein, steel skein and hol-
low axle, all warranted the best made
and lightest draft. Call and exathine
our stock. 'We can please you both
in goods and price.
Respectfully,
Jno. R. Green Co.
MANY PATIFNTS THIRD TRIP.
Dr. T. W. FORSHEE,
-sENI4 lit I'llYsltlAN THE-
Coffea Medical Institute,
521 F11111 .%vetitte. y.. will visit
IL ipk Imo ,I le at the Pleenl x Hotel,
sATC !WAY. it A itt'll MSS.
ri•  it.m.10 5 p.m.. one day only, and re. ,
turn ea ery four weeks.
Ti," coifee Medical Institute was organised
mareh 1.1, pets, /WI, to the laWn Or Es-,.
¶5,1'. ii iii, f:,,u1111 esipittil. and w nit it full
1.4 •1111.01 speelalists,ret,treseill nig et ery 11111110i
t had 1„S.-ei pat lents:11ply ing nu-treatment.
or Ma-die:it Cargery. 111:1- have miner that
II! that n her 4C1 were turned Wally as in-
iff Ilk., number len there have
7isidiseliaratal as euri-.1, leas jig 7,ist pittleht-
uitnilre.rTtlieNi‘r.trhycl.trt itineiett rer.re,ettt., the i.eport.
1.1,.01.,( to-east,. ad Women area Itiitai.101:am iiiil
the Iteettlin Mal IteaVeni. !la% Mg !natty pa-
tients ill tilt. seta Ion Under treatment. he has,
sit their sollettallatit decided to make these
visits. Ile t n•ats III...ease. or .sv 
t Womb, peril :ruts istinrield opera( lints per-
taining 10 11111 W1111111 and I IVItrtei, I ttmatmail1.1
ttie Heel rfattlItt. Pruitt II.Lts 1.f the
11.1 Ii. 1,1111i Tumors 1111e itccoon.
IlEitNIA Olt ItUl"l'UllE
I'm., .1 1,y t. New mill rainier.. Method in ten
day.. without the use of till., or kWh-goer.
11111411.. every
I ieformit I,'.'. ..hilt Feet, Curt attire of lite
11'4i:111.4 11"' " I • i' l'i,•,-Isi,:rs.;111,101:•::;m11:11N1:::trth‘el.;
la...1 anal r, •
CATARRH!
ptuenteeel rit' the E3 , ! NI IKV, Tlitout
Lungs, Dyspepsia, , 1.'tt.
Young mei, mot ndadie-aged own
NUffcrina IC.•111 speronstorrieolt
i.mey, as lite re.ilit air selt-aittise in '''till. or
• seese in mat itr,s1 sean., Wei ,,I or
proiliwing some of illy following we
idittelwe, debility, 111 T VI mai/cwt,
tvoifinthin of idvae, IIV1•IN11/11 (111.1-
..1..t y, ilefea•t Is,' memory end neNtlitt 11‘1111:1,
 
ion, which tiiiRt the %Aetna for Miming.-
" Marriage. are enred by halt,.
Ina I njuriutt,
lir. Eor.b..• it say to lite Ott-ski:in,jlitpkiteailit• tlia• isii3 Rupture or I.: -
end they .hull lw !mated ith due valiartesy.
imt, or any sort:lc:0 I nu-rul ion they 111tV orm-vir3mi...mjEt T
w Ish ',error tt wi I, lot, he V11111., f1111 111.11111r1ill
The Nearest approach
To a genuine cross-legged, tailor made suit of clothes that
has ever been attained by any manufacturer on this conti-
nent is admitted by all to be Strouse Bros. clothing. They
were the first in the field to manufacture
"High Art Clothing,"
And have improved their already perfect garments every.
season until now they have reached the very pinnacle of
perfection in cut, make-up, trimmings and finish. And it
is with no small degree of pride that we say to our custom-
ers and frirnds that we have secured the exclusive sale of
these gooi-s in this market, and that we will now he able to
show a
Class of Clothing
That has never been handled in Hopkinsville before. In
addition to regular sizes, they manufacture a SPECIAL
line of suits to fit tall, slim men, and now our long, lank,
lean friends, who have been wearing coats with sleeves 3 to
6 inches too short, and with waists that look like they are
trying to climb over their shoulders, can have the satisfac-
tion of wearing
Perfect Fitting Clothes
As well as our better proportioned brothers-., They also
make a SPECIAL line of suits for short, stout, fat men,
and now, corpulent friends you, who have worried your
life most out trying on and hunting around for just a half
way fit--never hoping to get a pelted. fit-can find coats
that won't make you look like a stuffed toad, and a pair of
pants that you won't be afraid to sit down in.
While the cut, trimmings and make-up of this High Art
Clcthing is far
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS,
Yet the price we will guarantee to keep down low as you
can buy the same material any where. We are trying to
raise the standard of clothing kept in Hopkinsville, and
will do it with the assistance of our rriends. We have just
received a shipment of
Virieitit
In High Novelties from the above manufacturer and will
take pleasure in showing them to our friends. Call and see
them, they are all marked in plain figures, and our terms
are one price to all alike, no jewing or dickering.
J. Anderson & Co.,
Class Corner.
Pure Kentucky Whisky
XVI dr. gal 3111.1. ripcsis
A 1.3 11 Ni1 1, • I WV N't t,y .:1•I I naide tEcit.sil ire ran gt t it from Gro. D
35 All IN4 • .1 suititio.V.y I ti.t• 1st air&fttal I/11 TO to r.miler b•lh'n
eclit to :Lin % • st via It ale ua ,t1t is tit it. en. dealt rk-w
EXCELSIOR PLANING MILLS
12L
Wagon Factory.
Seeds.
Field seeds of all kinds, such as Clover, Blue
Grass, Timothy, Orchard Grass, Northern Oats,
Red Top, Rye, Stock Peas, etc.
Implements
Corn Planters and Check Rowers,Corn Drills,
Horner Wheelbarrow seeders Cahoon seeders,
Wallace Broad Cast Hand seeders, Disc har-
rows,Ircn Duke harrows, wood frame harrows,
Sterling harrows.
r51_, 0 "C77 a
We have in flf•tek 1 WO rail-loads of steel, east and chilled phoWS. Ste-vial
attention is invited to the Avery,Heilman, South Bend and Blount "True
Blue" plows. These are without question the leading plows on this market
and we give, full 
guarantee on every 
00w. lve
keep a full line of repairs
of all sorts for these plows.
Vi',' tout eontinue t.i 1 .1 • '1 bratal, "HorrtesteatI" and Thompson Ed-
s.:too.- Fertilizers Mr eorn, s heat a
Si',' hitve a foil hat plats. ,sr, buggy harness. collars
nattier,. true: • • • tilpd, cif., at prices to suit the Unit's.
]E3'..le===;/ 77\rileB=•
.1to4 rt e• • • '4 11 tablet)" h le tau t barbed wire. Warranted
the is-4 in t . wire nalvaniZed by the potent continuants
proecan, warranted er ru.t nor eurrode. We al.. keep wire strctehers sod pliers.
irs•corlbe Ar• 3Bieco.
T C. HANBERV, M. F. SHRYER.
eople's Warehouse,
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop's.,
HOPKINSVILLE 1111 • KY.
ne.1.1ro&d. trent.. Eat- rrerlt.h. eas.d. =1.erN7enth..
Careful attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco consigned
us. Liberal advances on tobacco in store. Good quarters for teams an
t lusters. All tobacco insured unless otherwise instructed. dsw.
W. ti. WHEELER. W. FAN: Rook -keept r. it ilIN N. RILL
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
Tobacco Warehollstroon, Ownission Yenta's ant Grain Meal
SEVENTH AND It. It, STS., HOPKINSVILLI:, KY.
Lils•ral sluices on consignments. An Tobabeoont us Covered by Into:ran
daw- one
a • ia:•• tsrv •,aat t. • • -.ler Consultation Free.
teal than the ordinary k in ls, a nit cannot tremolo 011Sh •
ta.trto ran, ret • 1.1.1 111,. 110,1 Una send word la your
In competitant with the multitude of low test, • iv' ,aiar • ,Ttc• interiaalitaatl ts•ze"iii". A:" :::11,1"1 sick »,•igills
.r- A may say . Priees LOW. Work a Specialty.
term r
:uel 1 •r 111111,.. i 3r,'i T . M•
11 V' "11, S• amp. f it.411 TaU Fifth Ave., Louisville, xy.
Cowman Mottles Bereare•Adaredde.Catelanati.O. detamotw-td
• CgirALILTGIET
FOR SALE BY
Wvi.v & Breeerr.
OMR
Large Mork. Well Aesorteil.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn.
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Among Theatrical Manager' -H card
in Polite Society.
An fief:lig:1n it011 Convention lobe Heftl
51n June-What Will be Besought
About by the change In
Ad minbileatitme.
Special Ctirrespondence to the New Era
Louism.i.e, Feb. 15.-The cause of
Intelligence and honest elections in
Kentucky received great impetus this
week when Judges Jackson and
Toney united in an opinion declaring
the Wallace secret ballot law consti-
tutional, Thcie was great surprise
over the decision, principally for the
reason that Judge Jackson had de-
clared in public last year that the
law was unconstitutional and gave
expression to much hostility to its
features. The more the bill was
studied the more evident it become
that it was constitutional. The chief
reliance of the politicians who loo-
sened it was upon the clause in the
constitution requiring all elections to
be viva voce. This, it was held,
meant all elections under delegated
power of the constitution. The city
of Louisville, is in the eye of the
law, a corporation, and corporation
elections can be held by ballot. In-
deed, it appears tlist the first legisla-
ture succeeding the constitution
passed a law prescribing that elec-
tions in Louisville should be by bal-
lot, and in that legislature were many
persons who helped to make the con-
stitution and who were presumed,
therefore, to know the limitations of
the constitutional requirement as to
elections. The secret ballot will con-
trol Louisville elections hereafter and
it is safe to say that it will be adop-
ted for the whole state when the con
stRutional convention Is held, As a
matter of fact there is but one reason
that that has ever been urged against
it and that is that it would threaten
the majority of the Democratic party
in the state. No fair man will deny
that if the adoption of s perfectly free
anti secret method of voting would
overturn any party's majority it is
high time for,the overturning to com-
tnence. As a matter of fact it would
put the Democratic majority on its
good behavior and require good nomi-
nations. Tom Henry could not be
elected by secret ballot and only good
men could be nominated for state of-
fices. It is a notable fact that a law
similar to-the Wallace bill, but more
stringent, has been adopted in In-
diana and in few years it Will cover
nearly all the states, especially if the
provisions should prove as satisfac-
tory upon test as they are expected
to be. The light has not stopped,
however. It is understood that the
opponents of the measure will try to
defeat the Hon. Arthur \Venice for
re-election and will send in his place,
If possible, somebody committed to
securing the repeal of the law. That
will hardly succeed.- The law is very
popular in Louisville and the people
will turn out to sustain it.
**is
The design of the new Commercial
club betiding has been completed and
is now being exhibited. It is a mas-
sive and enormous structure, front-
ing 115 feet on Main street and 105 feet
on Fourth. The exterior will be con-
structed of red granite and stone,
pressed brick and terra cotta, the en-
trance being flanked with polished
columns of granite. The basement
will cover the entire space, excepting
a small area in the rear and the re-
ma i ning nine-stories will be L-shaped
leaving,a court 50 x 50 feet for air and
light. The building will have tnarble
floors, walls and ceilings and a marble
stairway. There will be three eleva-
tors. The fleet floor is derighed for
batiks, atid the remainder fur offleee,
eneept Ike top 'dory where the Com.
fittnathil eltfli Will have its aseeititily
fut1111 and a remtauratit, The building
will be N multiunit), In itself, There
will he a lueurlotte barber shop stud
bath's, marble lavatories, reatauratit,
electric lights, etc., all vontrolled
within the walls. It will be fire-proof
throughout and will be heated by
steam, The roof will be 142 feet above
the sidewalk, or twice as high as any
other Within* etrncture in the city,
almost approaehing most of the
church spires in attitude. From the
the windows of theCommerolal club's
quarters In the tenth story it will be
possible to command a splendid view
of the whole city and many miles
around. Proof of the demand for
such a building is found in the fact,
that, although not a stone has been
laid, more than three-fourths of the
office space has been rented. It will
be built with magical rapidity, the
contractors promising the first stories
to tenants within eight months from
March 1. The architects of the new
building are Curtain & Campbell, two
Prominent young Commercial club
men who will have charge of the
building operations.
Society has been in a furor of ex-
citement all the week over the charity
Kirmess at Macauley's theatre.
Scores of pretty girls and young men
in gorgeous costumes of all nations
have replaced the professional ballet
with the amr tour variety and it its ad-
mitted to be one of the handsomest
spectacles that have ever been pre-
sented here. While all this is true it
is noticed that Moritz Rosenthal, one
of the most remarkable pianists of
the century, appeared here last week
to less than a hundred people at each
performance. Louisville is a paradise
for amateurs. Sending s number, of
successful actors and actresses forth
is is known among theatrical mana-
gers as a "grave-yard." Having many
graduates of tile conservatories of
!shade, Stuttgart, Vienna and other
art centers, as teachers of music and
posseeming a large number of people
with cultivated musical taste, yet it is
a singular fact that musicians who
come here to give concerts are gener-
ally poorly received. Amateur con-
certs always fill the house, amateur
operas, and now amateur ballets suc-
ceed where professional ventures of
high character are neglected. Thle is
a curious state of affairs, hut it is a
true statement. There are no cities
of the size of Louisville where more
competent art teachers find employ-
ment at remunerative rates or where
more attention is given to the display
of amateur talents. Ordinarily this
presupposes that professional artists
of reputation will always be warmly
received, but the Louisville amateur
seems to be Refectly well satisfied
with his own performance and evinces
no anxiety to study the best profes-
sional models. The growth of the
foreign idea here is rapid and all
around you is German, French or
English pronunciation, indicating the
Influence of teachers of various na-
tionalities and schools. A young
woman who is up to her eyes in
French art talked to me for an hour
the other day about "Feh-y eh." All
the time I was discreetly silent as a
man ahould be who was in trembling
ignorance of the whole business. But
It turned out after all that she was
I 
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BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
1 ilif.rbantilV I i-t.trylinnfo. Hisosperesr,om. 37..111A.,ei. & At. M.
nlc
To ear, sa . modoeis.Pil ma .st I Thor:Toon block. first Monday night In each
be more Num a purist."' T. b. Per. 1naamend, 16 mast cantata I inticeTAL CHAPTER NO. 14, R. A. M.
Thomas !badman, H. P.
stated mi.% t smtkins setond Monday of each
nionth at Nita...wile Hall.
Tonle, Alterative and
_allithisrtic Properties.
peaseee Memo qualities, is
essimeist tosioree. .54
Speedily Restore
Is dm bowels their cats al peristaltic
metiallism. am ~esti al to regularly.
Sold Everywhere.
PATENTS
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all ret-
est barineee conducted for Sootnayc Fete.
0%0 OIIICC is OPPOSist U.S. PRIAM? Orsi l:
I nd we can secure totem In leer time Wait
Maces from Windom/ton.
dead model. drawing or photo., with deserip-
Ws. We advise, if patenteNe or not, tree at
charge. Our Re not due till patent is ...re-rd.
A PililleMet.ur. ''Flow to Obtain Patents." with
'mom af menial clients in your State, county, us
meta. mat free. Address,
C.A.SNOW&CO.
Wok Portlier Orrice. VINISOSINISTON. D. C.
F I
- CURE FOR
Ps Cure for Con-
sumption is also the best
Cough Medicine.
If you have a Cough
without disease of the
Lungs, a few doses are all
you need. But if you ne-
glect this easy means of
safety, the alight Cough
may become • serious
matter, and several bot-
tles will be required.
ONSUM PTION
ryl
The BUYERS' GUIDE te
issued March and Sept,
each year. It is an ency-
clopedia of usetul i.tor.
mation tor all who pur.
chase the luxur.es r•be
necessities ot 111e.
can clothe you and furnish you tt.:11
all the necessary and unnece --sty
appliances to ride, walk. dance, tbeep,
sit. fish, hunt, work. IN Li
or stay at home, and ,n various sizes,
ttyles rind quantities. Just ilgure out
what is required to do all theta thngz
CONIFORTAIRI. and you can make fair
estimate of the value of tbs BUY EBB'
GUIDE, which w:11 be sent upon
reeeint of 10 cents to way seem.ege,
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
III-114 Minh .4 in Avenue.
•
TIM GREAT
.Through Trunk Line
WIWI Clings aid with Speed Uerireled
SUNNIEST AND QUICKEST sIOUTE
Frees IS. L.sls, krissaville and Ren&re.-•
to Use
• SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
THROUGH toACBIES from above - les to
Nashoill• •ad Ohattascogs, making tweet ecc
tactless with
Pullman. I,' alaco CASS
tie Atlanta, eavaaaelt, liseen..leekseartlis,
sad ruilliS is need..
oreasetione aro wade at quoins erd 'too.-
Ills f..r all punts
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
Is Pellima Palace Care.
EMIGRANTS rwill
recetv• apeci•I low rates.
See Agnate ef thh iiape-, for ta.r., reedits.
. wile. C. P. ATuic.; P. AT A.
Ii 
 
tosteratie Spe
COMMANDEHY NO. 6, K. T.
Sr. Kt. C. H. Dritrich, E. C.
Meeta brunt' Monday in each mouth at
Maermile HAIL
ROYAL ARCANUM, HU PK I Ni4V I LLE
• COUNCIL, NO. F...14.
Jos. 1. Inlities. Regent.
Meets around and fourth Thursdays in each
month at J. I. Landes' other.
MOA YON COUNCIL No., e, c HOSES
' EWEN DS.
M. Lipatine, Chief Counselor.
Meets at I. 0. 0. F. Hall second and fourth
Monday Iii each month.
CHRIstiAN LODGE NO. MI K. OF II.
W M. Anderson, Dictator.
Meets Inn and third Tuesday in each month
at R. M. Anderson's Hall.
EVERGREEN LODGE NO. 36, K. OF P.
• Bally Waller, C. C.
Lodge meets second and fourth ThursdaysIn melt mouth at Howee's Hall.
EN 00 WM ENT RANK, K. OF P.
L. R. Davis, Preset.
Meets third Monday In each month at IL
M. Andersan's Hall.
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CROSS.
B. B. Nance, N. C.
R. A. Rogers. K. of L.
Meets the first and third Fridays in each
month.
ANCIENT tiltDER OF UNITED WORK-
MEN.
W. II. Lee. M- W•
Time of meeting, second and fourth Tuft-
days at MeCamy, Monte &Co.'s ogre.
GREEN RIVER LODGE NO. F
A. rt. Caklwell, N. (Li
Meets every Friday night at 1.0.0.1'. Hall.
MERCY ENCAMPMENT NO. El, I. 0. 0. F.
E. F. Henderson, C. P.
Lodge meets first and third Thursday nights
aS 1.0. 0. F. Hall.
ORDER OF THE IRON HALL.
'John Moriyon, P. C. J.
Meets fourth Wednesday in each month at
John Blotteon's.
FLORENCE LODGE NO. V. DAUGHTERS
OF REBEK A.
Meets third Monday night at I.O.U. F. Hall.
The Christian County Bible Society. Joe
McCarron. Pres., 1.4'. W. ('lark, Sec.,
live committee, J. I'. Braden, Chin'n, meet,
second Thursday of each month at 7 p. m.. at
ciMee of Young & Gunn. Depository with
Hopper Brea.
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
!Meets first and third Monday evenings In
each month at Thy' o'clock at their lodge room.
Main street, second story over Hower &
Oventhirter's building. R. McNeal, President;
Ned Turner, Secretary.
FREEDOM LODGE NO. 75, F. B. F.
Meets first and third TtlesdliV nights In
Postell'a Hall, Court street. E. W. (ilium, W.
M.; L.14. Buckner, secretary.
RACE WAR IMMINENT.
The Trouble Growing (hit of the Negro
EXotitits From Nutt h Carolina.
NEW N't tug, Feb. ls.-All Atlanta, '
Ga., special to the Herald says: North . The Australian Ballot Sys-
Carolina is on the verge of a terrible
race war, growing out of the negro 1 tern and its BenetitS.
exodus. All railroad emigrant agents '
have been driven out of the state. The
A DESCRIPTION OF THE CONNER-local military companies have been
called out in Wayne county to aid the CIA It B'S NEW QUARTERS.
farmers in preventing desertion of
their laborers. The whites have
asked tlw legislature furs law
III th ane case d the blacks retaliated
cover- I Louisville known al a
i 
"Grate-Yard-
It. excellent qualities commend it to realize
”nportiin. e
Humt.n Health irld Happines..
of ., truly he.t tnt ,1 •Is, 1.111,11
anie to Clean:e the System *la.. Isis-u, is
iate,tvDispci Colds and biealaches, to
Permanently Cure
Habitual Constipation
The California Liquid Fruit Remedy
SYRUP61F_FIGS
Possewzing all the above qualities. iszapi
Maine universal izoonie. ex; exial4 sit, I.,. • .0..1
chilsken, as iii. pLavant to the taste, xoul pertmoly
SAFE IN ALL CASES.
ustO 0515 DT Till
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.,
OP SAN FilAsi ilk,. CAL. 1.011S% ILLY, Kir.
NE. ‘'nita, N. Y.
For Sale in sec and it.co Bottles
ily all leading Drug.;ivui.
TIME TABLE
-0/' TUB--
hensbor & salv
ocCTU BOUND.
Mail M
Leaves owssabore.... 1:40 p, in. r :00 am.
Leaves Central City.. . 411p m. 9:80 •. m.
Lenges at RusieUrllle. p. in. I:15 p m.
Leaves Russel I Mlle 110.00 a. m.18.40 p.
Arent/as at Adairville  ill 00 a. m.17 80 p m
NORTH BOUND.
Leaves Adairville  111.11, a. in.
a. In
Arrives at Russellville  i 18 p m.14.00 p. m
Leaves ttosssiivina ... 7 06 a. m. 6.16 a. m.
_seaves Central City 9 06 a. at 1.10 p in
trrives at oweseboro _10.45 a. in. 4 45 p. in.
T HARAHAN, Ges. 111.111T, 141111ITIIIC
K. H MANX Supt.
Owensboro. Ii)
raiment.,a Os aiwaterne Daft Fs calla
The Light r;; at Miramar.
V RAI. 2•7" .IC
J B. THOM !WIN Manage.
ILI, WASH.  Clerk.
Will leave 'Evansville I Cannelton daily
except Sunday. at b o'clock, a m„ taaklagetui
qoaneetins: with ths 0.. R AN. IL R.
levarning, lea,-es Cannelton daily at 11:36
ea, Sundae excepted. and owesssers114 I p. ow.
4751.AT TICS CUD.
;caves E•aneville . is el. than
Lnaves Owensboro . sharp
taro sae. for retied trip oa Suede), but not
'renewable to- vt-ne• ventett"se" bv theateward
I., Roars & ht',l PR. A lpert/
ML'FLADORA TEMPLE NO. IS, S. OF F. I -_
Meets second and fourth Tuesdays in each
month in U. B. F. Pall, Postell's Block,_ Court
street. Augusta Momen, W. P.; Carrie Banks,
D. P.; Katie Cooky, Secretary.
HOPKINSVILLE LODGE No. Ism, G. U.
0. OF 0. F.
Meets second and fourth Monday night, at
floaser & Overelliner's Hall. Main street.
Charles Jesup, N. G.; William Gray, V. G.; ,
E. W. Glaris, P. K.; William Clark, N. F. I rh •
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. 1907, O. N. O. OF F
Meets first and third Wednesday nights of
each month. 
"rat:olio Elm"
The Great Rheumatic Cure.
A pure extract from the yellow pine of the
South. Cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Toothache, Earache, Sprains, Swelling. Ring-
worms. Frostbites, Skin Eruptions, all Throat
and Chest Affections, etc ,and a great relief
to consumptives. If used according to direc-
tion* and falls to give satisfaction after a suf-
ficient tern is made, we guarantee to refund
the money. Price 50 cents. For sale by
Wyly & Burnett. G. E. Gaither, II. B. Garner,
Buckner Leave] and It. E. Christian, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
At wholesale by Berry, Demoville & Co..
Nashville, Tenn.
Manufactured only by
Fernoline Chemical C.,
New York and
Charleston, S. C.
CHESAEAKE, f1110
-A N D-
Sollilinstoull R Co
Southern I' runt. Lint through
VIRCINIA
TO
Washington
Baltimore and
Western Seaboaro
Cities.
;
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans
s r te o
Arkansas and
VARIETIES.
Texas
sr,- now OP Sale Canso if
address
FUI,I,ER,
by calling public meetings at whielt
resolutions are adopted declaring that
their treatment by the whitss
makes life in the state unbear-
able. The resolutions adopted at a
monster meeting in Goldsboro con-
tained this clause: "God is at the
head of this move and not the Rich-
mond & Danville Railroad Company.
The voice of John Brown is sounding
In the ears of the sons of Ham, and
the great southwest says: 'Come,
we have lands,' and the oppressed
conscience of the negro says:
and we are going." A gentleman
Will) has just reached Atlanta says
that an outbreak may be expected at
any moment. Both whites and blacks
are heavily armed. Gov. Scales has
issued secret orders to the state mili-
tia to get ready to quell possible out-
breaks. The North Carolina news-
papers conceal the critical nature of
the situation.
WHAT SELLS
Any article of genuine merit ought
to sell, some place B. B. B. against
the world. NI, e present below a re-
markable showing from an obscure
section, not traversed by railroads,
which carries its own conviction. It
is the same way wherever B. B. B.
has been introduced and given a trial
with other remedies:
A REMARKABLE SHOWING FOR B. li
IL AU tINST OffiER REMEDIES.
PUTNAM CO., April
I have been suffering wee 1887.
years with an itching and burning all
over my face and body. I took eigh-
teen bottles of one blood medicine
and it did me no good. I commenced
last January to use B. B. B. and af-
ter using five bottles I felt better and
stouter than I have in thirty years,
my health Is better and I weigh more
than I ever did. The itching has
nearly ceased, and I am oonfident
that a few more bottles of B. B. B.
will cure Inc entirely. I am sixty-
two years old and can now do a good
day's work in my field. I consider it
the best medicine I have ever seen,
for it certainly did me more good
titan all the medicine I have ever ta-
ken. I had. in all, nearly a hundred
risings on my face, neck and body.
JAMES PINKERTON.
TWO BOFTLEM CUES RHEUM 1.71811.
Bocuteros, ARK., June 4, 1887.
I cheerfully state the following
facts in regard to the use of your med-
icine in my family. My little son, 14
years of age, suffered from an acute
attack of rheumatism, caused by un-
due exposure and chilling of the blood;
I heard your remedy highly recom-
mended, and purchaaed one bottle of
Moncrief & Bro., Prescott, Ark. ID
about one month, after using the bot-
tle, he became so much better that I
got the second bottle which is now
being used, and my son is nearly well,
and I think by removing him to a
cooler summer climate (which I will
do) and continuing its use, a perfect
cure will be effected. I consider B.
B. B. a most excellent blood purifier.
ClIAS. H. TITUS,
R. R. Agt., Boughton, Ark.
A Beek of Header', Free.
All who desire full ,information
tbout the cause and cure of Blood(Aeons, Scrofula and ScrofulousWOUIRIII, VIcerts, Sores, Rheuma-
tism, Kidney Complaints, Catarrh,
etc., can secure by mall free, a copy
of our 32-page illustrated book of
Wonders, filled with the most wonder-
ful and startling proof ever before
known. Address,
BLooD BAt.m ('0., Atlanta, Oa.
MICIITIEZ cliz• Dir =OAT •
ESTABLISHED 1843
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE 014 THE SOUTH.
TM= CI-IICIC=RI/NTO- PIANO
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller,and Kurtzmann Pianos.
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and on terms to suit purchasers.
Those who contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-ized representative, Mr. M. E. Rives, at Hopkinsville, who will take pleasure in calling upon allthose who want to inquire about prices and terms of these most exccellent Instruments.822 4thAvenue, Louisville, Ky. SMITH .v NIXON.
I speaking of Octave Fouillet and it's
!influence upon French sentimental
letters and art. Thouaande of us who
never studied French, have read all
Fettillet'sut urks in translation and
understand his intluencc of a milk
and water kind, hut ue know only the
English and A mericun sound of his
Dante. When an American under-
takes to ring iti the listie pedantriee
of his study he ought to be taken out
somewhere and submitted to a pain-
less death. ‘‘'ogner (Wagner) Met-
zart (Mozart) and a whole procession
of jaw-breakers and lingual puzzles
are to be heard in polite society like
conundrumis at the minstrel show.
e's
The first meeting of the directors of
the state Commercial League was
held here this week and a constitu-
tion and by-laws were adopted.
About a dozen Commercial clubs and
boards of trade were represented by
directors, and Gov. Buckner presid-
ed. The League determined to hold
a state convention in June and con-
sider the question of Immigration,
having in view the securing of an
immigration law which will enable
the state to prosecute actively some
plan for securing more population
from outside. Committees were ap-
pointed to take up matters of impor-
tance and it looks like the first con-
vention of the business men of the
state will be made successful and im-
portant; News reaches here every
week that the action of the Louisville
Commercial club is being imitated
all over the south, where similar
clubs are being organised and the
work of development puelsed. If the
clubs do nothing more than change
old-faehioned ideas info new senti-
ments they will have accomplished
much. Commercial clubs and boards
of trade cannot, of course, provide
unlimited means and establish all
the industries needed in any section,
but they bring the best business men
together, furnish the machinery of
organization and when there is a good
opportunity for profitable Investment
tile members learn it first and are put
In the way of making money. New
clubs are being rapidly organized in
Kentucky and by June there will be
about twenty-five in the Commercial
League.
The prospect of a change all around
in the federal offices Is causing some
business activity. Collector Cox,
who has made a splendid officgr, and
who has-quickly impressed himself
upon the community as a careful but
enterprising and ready man of affkirs
will take the presidency of s new
trust company which has been or-
ganized recently. About half a mil-
lion dollar's will go into it for Mr.
Cox to manage and he will do it well.
He is a young man who has been
very successful in managing his own
affairs and comes of a successful
family. There is some talk of U. S.
Marshal Grows remaining here to
enter politics and run for the May-
oralty but it will not happen. The
Mayoralty Is settled for the next
throe year,' unless some new-comer
makes an entranoe with such forces
behind him as would amount to a
revolution. If Jas. F. ktuckuer, jr.,
obtains the collectorship there will
be a vacancy in the board of trade of
which he is at present superintendent.
Petitions for appointments under the
Republican administration are being
circulated at the rate of ten a minute
and there are enough applications in
from the Louisville district to fill all
the offices in the country and leave a
good many disappointed ones besides.
The contest to get Mrs. Thompeon'a
place in the postotlice is one wnere
all the interesst.wiil center. Charley
Weaver, the Democratic Deputy will
resign, it is understood, on March the
4th and has been elected secretary
and treasurer of the Kentucky and
Indiana Bridge Company as a solace
to his woes. For the next three
months politics here Will fulfill all
tfle conditions described by that
third district candidate who pathet-
ically observes! that "they was h-1."
PICADOR.
eii-elnews•-•••••
Epoeh.
r. transition from long, linger-
ing... painful eirkepor to to net
health make. an epneh In the e of
the luntleidush, NIA a remarkable
event Is Immured In the HIPHIOry and
the sone), whereby the good health
has bean attained is gratefully 111P00041.
1101100 ills that so melt is heard In
lirah'suf Pllectelc 1111tmes. Pro many
feel they owe their restoration to
health pi the use of the great alterna-
tive and built'. If you are troubled
with any disease of Kidney, Liver or
Stomach, of long or short standing
you will surely find relief by the use
of Electric Bitters. Sold at 5o cents
and $1 per bottle at H. B. Garner's
City Pharmacy.
RAILROAD NOTIN.
Henderson Gleaner i Chief boosting
Engineer C. W. Boyden, of the 0. V.,
has returned from his overland trip
from Hopkinsville south.
The Ohio Valley Company has
rented a building in Evansville and
will remove its general offices from
Henderson as soon as the extension is
completed.
The Evansville Courier says: 'File
work of laying track on the Ohio
Valley roait' Is progressing rapidly.
Track has been laid nearly out to the
Newburg road, which will be crossed
to-day. The company propose run-
ning trains into Evansville by the
first day of March.
Henderson Gleaner: Yesterday
evening as the mail train, No. 6, was
coining up over the 0. V., near Grove
Center, a negro was discovered on the
track. Engineer Worrell checked up
In time to give him only a gentle
punch with his cow-catcher that lifted
him froin the track. The negro
picked himself up and shouted "I
ain't hurt," and the train moved on.
Owensboro Inquirer: Some idea of
the bend in the Ohio river between
Evansville and Henderson may be
gathered from the fact that although
Henderson is ten miles below Evans-
ville by river, the Ohio Valley rail-
road from liendenson to Evansville
crosses the river five miles above
Evansville and runs into that city
and is still more than s mile shorter
than the L. & N. between Evansville
and Henderson.
Owensboro Inquirer: The outlook
at present is that the new railroad
connection between Evansville and
Henderson by the Ohio Valley will be
completed by March 15th, though
some of the officials of the road prom-
ise by March lst. The track on the
Kentucky side will be completed in
eight days, and that on the Indiana
side in six days. The transfer boat is
being built at Paducah and is nearly
ready to come off the ways. The full
train will be run upon the boat and
ferried over,ten minutes being claim-
ed as sufficient for the transfer.
Piles! Plies! netting Plies
Symptome--Moisture; intense itch-
ing and stinging; most st night ; worse
by scratching. If anowenleent i nue
tumors form, which often bleed and
uleerate,becoming very sore.Swayne's
Ointment stops the itching and bleed-
ing, heals ulceration, and in most
eases removes the tumors. At drug-
*lets, or by mail, for 50 cents. Dr.
Swayne & Son, Philadelphia.
In a razor slashing mateh in Padu-
cah Saturday night between three
negroee, one T110111118 was cut through
to the heart and another had his
mouth widened to his ear.
Beinnettat own.
IteelverrsTowe, Feb. 14-Istlhur
Benson's temperance lectures are
now the topic here. We heard him
at Herndon and also at Lafayette.
They were both very good. .
There wei e several valentine parties
iu this vicinity the 14th. John Giles
gave one and 1 fenry Southall also.
Miss Hattie Boyd is in Clarksville
this week.
Miss Lillie Price attended the lec-
tures at Herndon and Lafa)ette.
Miss Brownie Crews is visiting Miss
Laura Shroph i re.
Messrs. Ed Goesett and 113b Carter,
of Herndon, were here Sunday.
Mrs. Andrew Boyd was visiting her
sister, Mrs. Crews, of Jordan Spring,
Tenn., last week.
Mrs. Addle Cheatham, who has
been very ill with typhoid fever, is
now convalescent.
Herschel I'icard, of Dakota, is vis-
iting his sister's, near Herndon.
Jas. E. Stevenson, who has beer,
confined to his room for several
weeks, is now out again.
Miss Katie Smith is visiting near
Cadiz.
Miss Bettie Carter, is visiting rela-
tives at Herndon.
Miss Lucy Mckinnon will com-
mence a school at Pee Dee the let of
March. LOUISE.
Its Delicacy of Flavor
Ansi the effleacrof its action have
rendeeed the famous California liquid
fruit remedy, Syrup of Figs, Im-
mensely popular. It Cleanses and
Tones up the clogged and feverish
System, and dispels Headaches,
Colds and Fevers. For sale in 60
cents and $1.00 bottles.
Oyster Supper Party.
Awriocir, Ky., Feb. 16.-Mr. and
Mrs. S. D. Wilkins entertained a
merry party of young folks at their
residence Thursday evening by giv-
ing an oyster supper, which was
highly appreciated by all who atten-
ded. The host, and hostess began
receiving guests at 5 o'clock. The
following were present: Mimes
Laura Davis, Hattie Ralston, !Aura
Foster, Mary Yancey, Annie Hord,
Linie and Tinie Debow, Ora Barrow,
Buns Quarles, Minnie Cooper, Nora
Johnson, Minnie Wilkins and Miss
Bertha Bradley, of Hopkinsville.
The young men present were A. A.
Buckley. J. A. Wilkins, A. W. Hord,
Wesley Littlefield, Daniel Tolls,
David Littlefield, 'Richard Yancey,
Willie Ralston, Eldridge Wilkins,
Waiter Yaneey, Willie Vanhooeer,
Jessie Willis, Reno Buckley, George
Willis, Eddy Davis, (7risty Foster,
Sidney Buckley, Mr. Geo. Cox and
lady, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wolf, Esq.
and Mrs. Yancey, Mr. and Mrs. R. S.
Ralston, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Johnson,
Mrs. Willie Wilkins, of your city.
The parties left for their homes at
11 o'clock, thanking Mr. and Mrs.
Wilkins for the pleasant hours spent.
SIMPLE SIMON.
Their Business Rooming.
Probably no one thing has caused
such a general revival of trade at
Harry B. Garner's City Pharmacy
drug store as their giving away to
their customers of so many free trial
bottles of Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption. Their trade is
simply enormous in this valuable ar-
ticle from the fact that it always
cures and never disappoints. Coughs,
Colds Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup,
and all throat and lung diseases quick-
cured. You can test it before buying
by getting a trial bottle free, large
size $1. Eveqyrottle warranted.
Conesord Ripples.
Csafeoftn, Ky., Feb. 18.-Mr. and
Mrs. W. C.Dsvis were visiting at Mr.
Charlie Lacy's Sunday.
There was s social at Mr. Tom Toi-
lers last Wednesday night in honor
of his brother, Mr. Daniel Toiler.
The young ladies present were Misses
Emma Courtney, Annie Hord, Allie
and Sallie Hord, Babe Sherrill, Flor-
ence White, Mettle and Virgie Court-
ney; the gentlemen were Messrs.
Dan Toiler, W. W. Littlefield, Rheno
Iluckly, J. R. and Dave Littlefield.
Mrs. Georgie and Helen Davie were
visiting at W. C. Davlbl last week.
Col. D. I,. Johnson and Walton
Porgy filled their appointment at
Concord Saturday night, They art.
fine speakers and handled their sub.
joet with ability.
Mr, Marlow 41141104014 Was visiting
Sunday it hi. hrutliar's, J. T, Johns
son, of the Antimili neighborhood,
col, M, B, Brown failed to put in
his appearetwe at Connors! lest Sun-
day night owing to the inclemency of
the weather.
Mrs. Margaret Lacy spent last
Wednesday with Mrs. Frank Wright.
Mrs. ('harlie Lacy was visiting her
father's, Mr. Jim Wilkins, last Thurs-
day, near Antioch. F missy .
as AP- •111.---
gm. liaby .aa si.k . elms her Ci state
Wien she was a Child. she cried for Castor*
When she became Mimi, she clang to Cardona,
WM& she had Children, shop.. them Castes
South Kentucky College.
This institution while losing Prof.
Lipscomb, who enters the University
of Missouri so Prof. of Physies,seems
to have loot nothing in the way of
patronage. Prof. Scobey by the
withdrawal of Prof. Lipscomb be-
came 'solely responsible for the super-
intendence of the school. How well
the professor will discharge the im-
portant trust, is already seen by what
has been done. The place of Prof.
Lipscomb as teaching Latin and
Greek, has been supplied by the em-
ployment of Mr. Thos. Jesup, a gen-
tleman whose home is, and always
has been with us, and of whose quali-
fications the public have and will an-
swer. Besides this, Prof. Seobey
has added another member to the
faculty, in the person of Mr. Robert-
son, of Goodman's Business College,
Nashville, Tenn., who gives his
whole attention to the teaching of
book-keeping and penmanship to the
students of the college. Every pupil
lute the opportunity of taking lemons
in writing free of charge.
Prof. Seobey has also provided for
all the obligation's of tile college to
its patrons and Mende. We are glad
to note the prosperity of the school.
The spring term opened under the
most favorable eireunestances. There
has been a large increase in the at-
tendance, and the school gives prom-
ise of maintaining that poeition of
prominenee, as an educational pow-
er, which it has hitherto enjoyed.
We commend South Kentucky
College to the public as a school
which is worthy of the patronage of
the public.
Enema, Itchy. Sealy, Ulu Tortures.
The dimple application of "Swayne's
Ointment,"without any internal med-
icine, will cure any ease of Tetter, Salt
Rheum, Ringworm, Piles, Itch, Sores,
Pimples, Eczema, all Sealy, Itchy
Skin Eruptions, no matter how obsti-
nate or long standing. It Is potent,
fiective, and costs but a trifle.
as 
The bonds voted to the Ohio Valley
Railroad company on Nov. 10th, have
been signed, sealed and were deliv-
ered to the trustees Saturday. The
trustees will deliver them to the com-
pany when the contract has been
complied alth. The bonds were
printed in St. Louis and the work is
handsome and attracted. There are
four hundred $600 bonds.
A MN Sten'.
The child coughed. The mother ran.
No remedy was near. Before morning
the poor little sufferer was dead.
Moral: Always keep Dr. Acker's,
English Remedy at hand. Bold by
}LB. Gamer.
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ANY ONE
ACDAresNs. orDci
ToaEt, Any Color
Ribbons, Feathers, FOR
Yarns, Rags, etc. j TEN CENTS
and in many he, w•ys SAVE Money, and maks
dung, look like NEW, by using DIAMOND
DYES. 't its work is easy, simple, quick; the
cok,s the BEST and FASTEST known Ask fer
DIAMOND DYES and take no other.
For Gilding or Bronzing Fancy Articles VIZ
DIAMOND PAINTS.
Gold, Silver, Bronze, Copper. Only to Casts.
Baby Portraits.
A Portfolio of beautiful baby *-
tune from life, printed on IWO
plate paper by patent pease
sent free to Mothered
any Baby born within a gzi
Ivory Mother wants
picture.: send at once. Give
Baby's name and age.
WELLS, RICNARD$1111
MAW 
Cleanse
the System
DO
IT
NOW
With that =et reliable
medicine - raine's oe1e57
compound. It purities the
blond. Mlle COnlitaleataOlk
and regulates the Dyer she
kifisert.effecteelly cleans.
the the system of all wale.
lad an dead ettatiall.
combines true nerve tonic and
Paine's
Celery Compound
(menus,, mtvteg the eaargSle eed=ling
"I leave Wm trowel for eine 7SNS mak a
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Formerly of NELSON A Jest 1'
W, r4D.trzt.sry.
I.1 of DABNEY & SUCH.
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We give personal attention to 1,4;.eeose, et es ery Hople ad of Tobac-
co consigned to us.
Liberal advancement made on '1 ,•hacco itto-e. All Tobacco insured at costs
:wner unless written instructions to the contrart
Office n.ear Passer_ger Comnia•rce E0 root
NAT G A ITII ER, Manager J. K ,ANT. Saleonisa
Gant & Gaither Co.,
frrcotocrecco
Commission Merchants.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY.
lEtaBDOCCONTAJIL.
Crand Display.
Never equaled in the South! Prices lower than ever
hafore! Don't miss seeing it.
s
Hendrick's China Hall,
i0 N. College Street. NASHVILLE, Tenn
N. N. A MISR t Ube. 47 LIMA.
ALI:, ear= tla dir• lacsiaor.
Successors o ABERNATHY 00. t
Central Tobacco Warehouse
No 22c, ii North tIle ot Ninth tivet, one equarreom Depot
All tobacco consigned to WI ii I revel e our personal attention,
sampling and selling. StAblee and quartersfor teams and teamsters.
4
SCALES!
To the people of Hopkinsville and
Christian county we wish to make
known that we have the agency for
The Kentucky Scale Co. and we are
prepared to furnish all kinds of
TEAt
,AT
GROCERS,.
PORTABLE,
AND WAGON SCALES.
The Kentucky Scale Co. makes
standard goods, warranted to be ill-st-
elae* in every respect. We can fur-
nish you any of the above named
goods at as ('heap as you can buy
them direct from manufacturers.
GUNS!
Having received a large shipment
of guns we can now furnish the
trade fine guns at very low figures.
Parties desiring anything in this
line will find it to iheir interest to
call and examine our stock and
prices before purchasing.
WE KEEP CONSTANTLY
on hand a full line of
HARDWARE,
WALL PAPER,
WINDOW SHADES,
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS.
ompson & Meador.
W. E. RAGSDALE. R. E. COOPER.
Ragsdale, Cooper & CO.
-PROPRIETORS 
 
OAdhairi Str -t
TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
BETWEEN TENTH AND ELEVENTH,
HOPKINSVILLE - - KENTUCKY.
Special attention to SAMPLING and SELLING TOBACCO. LIBERALADVANCES made on consignments.
W. E. Ragsdale, Salesman. 44*-soi
For :30 11:30L3r.
We will sell duringthe next 30 days 10,000
rolls of
White Bark
At 63' and 7
In lots to suit buyers,
length,
Wall Paper,
cents per roll,
These goods are full
8 Yards to a Roll.
Patterns of 1888 and 1889 Samples free onlapplication,
A. i11or Paint Co.,
• Cor 1st and Locust Streets, Evansville, Ind
•
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